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BACKGROUND AND CONCLUSIONS

BACKGROUND

Introduction

This report summarizes the research conducted
and the conclusions reached in a study made under
contract for the Area Redevelopment Adminis-
tration. The purposes of this study were: (a) to

identify transport and distribution disabilities

affecting certain industries in a 10-county region
of Minnesota and Wisconsin 1 (hereinafter re-

ferred to as Minn/Wise) ; and, (b) to evolve

specific methods and procedures which, if imple-
mented, will either eliminate or significantly re-

duce such disabilities. The industries selected for

this project were: (1) (aconite and iron ore; (2)

timber and forest, products; and (3) products of

agriculture.

1 Minnesota : St. Louis, Itaska, Lake, Cook, Koochiching,
Carlton. Wisconsin: Douglas, Ashland, Bayfield, Iron.

In conducting the research for this study, field

interviews were, held with a majority of the re-

gion's producers in these indust lies. Detailed traf-

fic information concerning methods of shipment,

costs, and volumes was collected and analyzed.

Interviews were also conducted with representa-

tives from carriers, utilities, dock operators, trade

associations, civic groups, and local. State and
Federal government agencies.

Industries Studied

The industries studied are vital to the health of

the region. Each is an economic base industry

primarily engaged in exporting products to other

areas. Industries having primarily local market
areas or service industries set up to supply local

industries were, not studied. Since the final objec-

tive of this effort is to shrink geographic disabil-

ity by reducing distribution costs, it was recog-

nized that the area's economic betterment would
be best served by improving the transportation

situation for those industries exporting from
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Minn Wise. The ability to export goods and pen-
etrate externa] markets induces m flow of income
which tends to expand markets Eor national goods
within the region and also increases demand Eor

those secondary manufacturers and service indus-

tries which spring up within a region serving pri-

marily local markets.
In most of tht> indusl ries studied, transportation

cost makes up a significant portion of the total

delivered price of the final product. For example,
the transportation component may account for

one-third to one-half of the delivered price of iron

ore at Lower Lake mills.

General Economic Description

The economy of Northeast Minnesota and
Northwest Wisconsin has been linked to two major
resources—abundant iron ore deposits and forests.

Lumbering became significant in the early 1860's.

From that time until the L920's it represented the

backbone of the area's economy. The peak of lum-
bering activity was reached around 1890, and
lasted well into the I900's. However, even with

the end of the lumber "boom" in L920, a major
part of the area's economy today remains tied to

forest resources. Manufacture of wood products
such as liherhoard. veneer, pulp, and paper still

represent a substantial portion of the area's em-
ployment, and income.

Iron ore has played a critical role in the area's

economic history since the 1880's. Iron ore mining
has virtually disappeared as an important act ivity

in Wisconsin, while Minnesota has seen its role as

a major iron ore supplier undercut by the grow-
ing importance of foreign ore sources. However,
iron ore still represents the economic base of North-
east Minnesota.

Problem Areas

The depletion of the area's prime resources

—

timber and iron ore—has had major effects on the
economy. Forest -based industries now rely to a

large extent upon second growth hardwoods such
as aspen and birch. Iron ore mining has been

characterized by an increasing reliance on low-

grade ore beneficial ion methods as the supply of

acceptable direct shipping ores decline.

At present. Minn/Wise suffers from the basic

disabilities of an area which is distant from the

major markets for its products and also from the

producing area- upon which it depends for in-

bound goods and materials. Sparse population
makes the area a small market. A smaller than

average increase in total population together with

unemployment recently averaging 10 percent of

the labor force has resulted in substandard buying
power, which further depresses local market con-

ditions. Further, the op] tort unity to sell the area's

resources in the form of raw materials is trust rated

by distance from major markets.

This combination of factors has resulted in

typically small manufacturing and processing in-

dustries, many of which are only marginally prof
liable or are seasonal and declining, rather than
developing in line with the Nation's economic
growth. Fxeeptions are in the pulp and paper
industry which is expanding, and in the relatively

new taconite industry. While mining and ship

orient of standard iron ores is on a steady decline,

taconite plants operate at capacity and further
expansion is planned. Improvement in transpor-

tation and distribution methods employed in the

area will permit lower delivered prices of the

area's products and hence will make the region

more competitive in the economy, increase em-
ployment in the area, and enable Minn/Wise to

embark on a period of economic growth.

RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS
Geographic Disability

The ability of Minn/Wise indust lies to compete
in distant markets is impaired by transportation

costs which tend to be in direct proportion to the

extra distance, to market for the Minn Wise in-

dust ry.

Most rates from Minn/Wise origins to destina-

tions generally east of the Rocky Mountains are

based upon the rail short -line mileage and are

similar to the rates from competitor origins also

located east of the mountains. Hence, as the dis-

tance to market from Minn/Wise increases, and
distribution costs go up, manufacturers' profits

shrink. At the same time, there is a greater prob-

ability of encountering competition from sources

of supply near to those markets. A few except ions

to this rule were found in published rail rates fol-

lowing the concept of market competitive rate-

making.
Transportation costs for five major commodi-

ties - produced in the region were compared to

t hose applying to their competitors. In each case,

the same market destinations were chosen for the

Minn/Wise producer as for his competitor. In

total, three important destinations were selected

for each product. The result of this comparison
expressed as a percentage, difference in total deliv-

ered price of the product showed a maximum
disability for the Minn/Wise product of 4.8 per-

cent and a maximum advantage of ().;> percent.

The f.o.b. plant prices were assumed to be the same
for the competing products and therefore, it can

not be concluded thai the transport disability is

necessarily destroying the region's ability for prof-

itable competition in national markets. For traf-

fic moving in carload lots transport disabilities

may be part ially or tot ally offset by lower produc-

tion, raw material or other costs. However, at

equal prices in the market, a lack of such advan-

insulation board, print in^ paper, birch plywood, hard-

wood panels, and canned foods.
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tages can only mean that Minn/Wise producers

must, shrink (heir earnings or abandon distant

markets.
On the other hand, the effect of the geographic

disability in terms of transportation and distribu-

tion costs is most pronounced for relatively small

LCL and LTL shipments.
If a small Minn/Wise producer must compete

with a larger producer elsewhere, (list ribution costs

can become critically important. For example, the

LTL rate for a shipment of less than 1,000 lbs of

hand tools from Duluth to St. Louis is $3.44 per

100 lbs. In contrast, the TL rate—minimum
20,000 lbs—for the same commodity from Chicago
to St. Louis is only $1.03 per 100 lbs. This differ-

ence is substantial. But it is less attributable to

the element of distance than it is to the element of
volume. In all areas, LTL rates are far higher
than TL or CL rates. Thus, the most significant

way to reduce transportation costs for Minn/Wise
producers is to find ways of converting their ship-

ments to a volume rate basis.

Vital to an understanding of the dynamics of
economic development is the "snowballing" effect

of volume. An area with little volume will tend
to have high distribution costs. As volume ex-

pands, the transport system is better able to cover
its fixed costs and to earn a return on lower rates.

Thus, the greater the volume, the greater the pos-

sibility of rate reductions. This in turn may tend
to stimulate further industrial development and
still further to lower distribution costs. The value
of volume changes is obvious; an area which can
start a trend to increased volume can help itself

materially to overcome a geographic disability.

Iron Ore Unit Train Analysis 3

Investigation of the costs of moving iron ore and
pellets from the Mesabi Range to (lie Pittsburgh
area shows that the cost of transporting, handling,
and storing ore can be reduced significantly by
utilizing the unit train concept. Savings would
accrue from reduced transportation and handling
costs plus savings from drastically reduced inven-
tory requirements through the use of a year-round
all-rail system.

With a one-way haul and with equipment re-
turning empty, transportation rates from the
Mesabi to the Pittsburgh district could be reduced
to between $5.75 and $0.25 per gross ton. A rate
of $6.00 would permit a saving to the steel indus-
try of 60# per gross ton in present transportation
and handling costs for those quantities handled
without intermediate storage. The saving for ore
and pellets now given intermediate storage would

3 Unit train—a train consisting of conventional rail cars
of the same, or virtually the same, design and capacity and
handled by conventional power and crews in solid-train
movements without break-up enroute between a single
origin and a single destination hut not necessarily always
between the same two points.

amount to $1.18 per gross ton. Additional .-a\ ingjB

in the capital and storage costs now incurred with

seasonal inventories would also be realized.

Still greater sayings may be obtained by utiliz-

ing coal as a back haul. Under present condition-,

only very few trips could return with a train load

of ut ilit y coal for the Minn Wise area. I f greater

economic development occurs, a t wo- way unit train

operation would permit rates of about $5 per gross
Ion for ore and pellets and $4 per net ton of coal.

These rates could permit transportation savings of
over $1.60 per Ion for ore and over 50c per ton

in the delivered cost of utility coal. These changes
would produce expanded markets for both ore and
coal. However, this remains for future long-range

development. All-rail shipment of ore poses

potential problems of blending and thawing in

winter. These problems would not be experienced
with pellets. Therefore, the most realistic poten-

tial for an all-rail year-round move relates to exist-

ing and planned pellet production and, to a lesser

extent, return loads of coal.

Pulp Wood Chipping Analysis

Investigation of comparative costs involved in

supplying hardboard, particleboard and paper
mills with pulpwood indicated that forest chip-

ping of wood is less costly than the present method
of handling roundwood in standard lengths. Cost
estimates comparing the two methods show that

total system costs for supplying wood chips are

from 5 to 15 percent below the costs of supplying
roundwood, depending upon conditions surround-
ing specific locations of forest and mill. A major
advantage obtainable by using chips is the in-

creased yield per acre of land logged. This greater

yield makes it feasible to utilize land which other-

wise might not be economical to harvest. The re-

duction in total wood procurement costs may make
it. possible to attain greater use of the forest

resources of Minn/Wise at pulp and paper plants
in both Minnesota and Wisconsin. Since this wood
must be transported for long distances, savings in

transport and handling costs effect significant

changes on its economical usage. Wood chipping
can therefore make it possible to both increase the

competitiveness of Minn/Wise paper mills, and
also increase usage of Minn Wise pulpwood in

Wisconsin pulp mills.

Printing and Publishing Analysis

A study was made of the feasibility of establish-

ing a large printing and publishing operation in

Northeast Minnesota to ultilize paper from local

paper companies and develop a finished product,

either books or magazines. While Northeast Min-
nesota can compete in terms of distribution costs,

other criteria must also be considered, such as

proximity to advertising and financial centers.

Distribution costs for a national magazine, if
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published in Northeast Minnesota, were found i<>

be approximately •'> percent lower than from New
York and six-tenths of one percent higher than

for ;i Chicago location. Since in the study model
all other costs were assumed to be the same Tor

all three local ions, the existence of a lower level

of other Northeast Minnesota costs, such as land,

labor, and taxes might improve its relative posi-

tion significantly. Further study is required in

order to reach a final assessment of the ultimate
feasibility of attract ing large scale printing plants

into the area.

Products of Agriculture

Transportation costs a Meet the region in respect

to the export of dry hulk products and processed

foods.

The ports of Duluth-Superior are relatively dis-

advantaged when compared with other major
grain export ports. The Twin Ports' hinterland
is significantly smaller than that which can he

explained on a purely geographic basis. Major
factors causing the disparity between ports are:
• Ocean rates from Duluth-Superior to Euro-

pean ports are significantly higher than from
Atlantic and Gulf ports. Reasons for the higher
rate level are only partially explainable on the

hasis of the completed research. Further study
is necessary before reasons for major cost, differ-

ences bet ween ports may he explained or corrected.

Such research would have to probe all of the ele-

ments which ate the likely causes for the existing

high rates, including ha la nee of I raffle, turnaround
time, voyage time, etc., all on an actual and com-
parative (with competing ports) basis. The re-

sults of such research and subsequent analysis may
permit an attack- on those cost elements which
cause the disparity.

• In view of the high ocean rates from Duluth-
Superior, grains stored in the Twin Ports can be

economical v exported to only a few destinations

in the North Atlantic. Conversely, grain stored

in Minneapolis may be economically shipped to a

number of domestic and foreign markets. The
lack of market flexibility of grain stored at

Duluth-Superior influences decisions on where to

store uncommitted products in favor of Minneap-
olis. Once stopped at Minneapolis on-shipment to
Duluth-Superior will only happen in special cases.

If Duluth-Superior's role in export of grains

were increased as a result of a more competitive

and flexible position, the direct employment im-

pact of the increased traffic would be minor. Of
great importance, however, would be the addi-

t ional number of vessels calling at the Twin Ports.

providing opportunity to increase Minn/Wise's
role in the export and import trade. This possi-

bility suggests that additional study should be
undertaken to determine, what can be achieved.

Processing and shipping of food products IV

Minn Wise has provided employment to an ex-
panding portion of the labor lone. The industry
located in Minn Wise suffers from a geographic
disability in that typically shipping distances to
major markets are significantly Longer than those
which competition must overcome. However, the

industry has some offsetting advantages in Minn/
"Wise, tempering the effects of high freight costs.

The geographic disability of the industry would
be reduced if the proposed action program were
implemented. Providing transportation and dis-

tribution services at less cost would allow further
expansion of this industry in the area.

Great Lakes Package Freight Service

A preliminary analysis of the possible revival
of a (containerized) Lakes package freight service

has provided encouraging results. Estimated
costs of providing transport service by ship and
trailer-on-flat-car to final destination compare
favorably with existing rail carload rates.

Economic models have been constructed usin<r

costs for ships in the 12,000 DWT and 10,500 DWT
class. Comparable models for small container-
ships and tug and barge service have not been
examined. Likewise, potential traffic demand,
origins, and destinations have not. been studied.

A negative factor observed is t he relatively large

capital investment, required in the case of the ship
sizes used in the model. If small modern contain-

erships should prove competitive, the investment
requirement would be, approximately $2 million

per ship with at least two ships being required.

A similar investment, would be required if a (inl-

and barge operation were found not to result in

an unacceptably long transit time for the specific

cargoes to be. handed.
The seasonal aspect, of a Lakes service is not

conducive to the attraction of new high-value-
adding industries which must ship year round.
Special railroad winter rates and services such
as those provided during the past winter by the

Soo-PRB for grain—would assist in diminishing

the. seasonal disability of the water service.

Further studies of the potential demand for

Lakes package freight service, including likely

cargoes, their origins and destinations, will permit

design of optimum systems.

Organization of a Shippers Association

In the course of this study it has been demon-
strated that many shippers of less-than-carload

and less-than-truckload quantities sutler from un-

duly high transport and distribution costs. Like-

wise shippers of single truckloads cannot take

advantage of the most, efficient I ransport methods.

A Heeling all of these shippers is the absence of

a medium through which their shipment sizes can

be pooled and coordinated with those of others
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and thereby attain significant reductions in total

transport and (list ribution costs.

A voluntary shippers association is the vehicle

that best meets these objectives. It is permitted
under the Interstate Commerce Act to provide
consolidating, handling, forwarding and (list ribut-

ing services on a nonprofit basis. The benefits

that may accrue to a shipper-member may in many
cases be as much as a 50 percent reduction in exist-

ing freight costs. In cases where solid frailer loads

from different shippers are mated for shipment
by rail flatcar, 30 percent savings can be made.

Significantly reduced transport costs brought
about through a professionally staffed association

will point, the way for deeper market penetration.

A fully stalled association will give members
free access to transportation, distribution and
marketing experts. Presently no small company
in (he region is benefiting either directly or in-

directly from the services of such experts. It

would be considered a luxury no one can afford.

Yet expertise in these fields is mandatory for any
enterprise willing to compete in regional and
national markets. Hence, it is believed that the
eventual availability of an expert staff will act as

a stimulant to the typical small entrepreneur who
lias been satisfied to earn a mediocre wage rather

than the rewards available to the enterprising
operator. Interviews and contacts in this region

have established that the typical Minn/Wise man-
ager-owner must be "shown." His financial limita-

tions make him infertile soil in which to implant
expert knowledge except when offered directly to

him in his own environment. An association that
is his and is dedicated to him in a very specific

area of activity—in contrast to the broader objec-

tives of civic groups generally—is uniquely suited

to stimulate new interests and to produce an ac-

ceptance of new techniques of industrial market-
ing. It must be recognized that the initial demand
for pooling of whole cars and trailer loads may be
relatively small. Hence, at the outset, the eco-

nomic impact of pooling and cooperative forward-
ing will lie of minor proportion. Its significant

value will be evident as economic activity in the

region increases. A shippers association inte-

grated with Overall Economic Development Pro-
grams will facilitate the generation of this in-

creased economic activity.

INDUSTRY STUDIES—GENERAL

The industries covered in this report are those
economic base industries which contribute sub-
stantially to total employment in the Minn Wise
area. Of paramount importance is the mining
industry which is responsible either directly or
indirectly for the employment of a significant

portion of the labor force. For example, in St.

Louis County, Minnesota, direct mining employ-
ment is estimated at 8,000 persons out of a total

labor force of 35,000. Since each employee in an
economic base industry may supporl I he employ-
ment of from -2-'.\ oilier-, in Bervices and supply
industries, mining employment in this county rep-

resents the barometer for economic well-being.

Similarly, in Ashland and Bayfield counties,

Wisconsin, direct employment in forest products
represents approximately 10 percent of the. total

labor force of 10,400 persons. The health of this

area- is therefore heavily dependent upon the

ability of forest product firms to compete in out-

side markets.

Basic Problems of Area

"With the exception of some large linns engaged
in mining, food processing, and manufacturing
from forest products, Minn/Wise is an area of
many small businesses, widely scattered and serv-

ing predominantly local or regional market-.

The main products of the area are of low value

per unit of weight and of relatively unprocessed
nature, i.e., raw materials and first sta<re semi-

processed goods make up the bulk of the region's

production. The median size of establishment

may be seen in Table I as being between one and
three persons. This small size establishment is

both a cause and a result of the area's economic
problems. Since the small establishment has a
relatively limited production capacity, a corre-

spondingly limited attempt is usually made to

reach outside markets. In the small firm, manage-
ment is usually a function of the firm's owner.
Field investigation indicated that the typical small

company manager has technical ability but has

little management or marketing training.

The small size of the firm also limits the capital

which can be o-athered by any one firm if expansion
is desired. Frequently, expansion is limited by
the financial resources of the single owner along
with possible, resources of friends and family.

The lack of management skills was found to be

most pronounced in the fields of marketing and
transportation. The manager-owner of a small

firm knows little of distribution cost analvsis~or

traffic management. The small machine shop oper-

ator or small forgings manufacturer has little op-

portunity to review demand in a national or

regional market for his type of product The
notion that the area's small enterprises cannot com-
pete with large firms in or out of the area is

erroneous. With the assistance of expert- in spe-

cialized fields including transportation ami dis-

tribution, existing competitive disadvantages can

be greatly reduced.

Another aspect of this is the situation which a

sole proprietorship faces when attempting to ex-

pand its market. At some level of increased -ale-,

lack of management depth becomes a serious limit

on continued growth. Among other thimrs. con-

trol of marketing effort becomes more difficult
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Table I

County Kmployment Patterns

Cbtintf

Ashland, Wise. .

Bayfield, Wise
Douglas, Wise
I run, Wise

Number Total Re-
tt porting

Employee* Untie

2,717 403
S92 17.")

6, 751 S49
1.417 142

Number of Reporting L'n in by Site Claim Number of Employee*

is

273
122
50S
100
59

233
353
204
119

2, 176

4-7

59
23

143

28
20
74
117
59
35

725

8-19

47
24

1 32

8
14
46
07
42
25

570

981

20-49 50-99 I00-S49

14 4 6
4 1 1

47 10 7

3 _ . . 2

2

n i "2

14 3 2

5
"~3 "§

226 57 36

333 79 59

160-499 600+

1

"§
4 ...

1

1 2
10 S

17 15

Cook, Minn . 443 95
Carlton, Minn
I lasca, Minn .

5, 435 370
4, 35S 500

Koochiching, Minn
Lake, Minn
St. Louis, Minn.

.

Totals.

3, '-'49 313
3,615 193

45, 962 3, 814

74, 839 6, 914 4, 147 1 283

Source: U.S. D(
First Quarter, 1962.

"partment of Commerce, Bureau of Census , "County Business Patterns,"

when a large market area is served. In some cases

the owner is content to remain at one level of pro-

duction since it offers him an adequate living with-
out being overly demandingupon his time or effort.

Along with problems of relatively small size of

firm and nonspecialized management are the prob-
lems of geographic distance from major market
areas and sources of capital equipment. Even if

the manager of the small firm wished to reach a

major market, the distance from Northeast Min-
nesota in a given large population concentration

in most cases places him at a disadvantage relative

to competition. Besides increased transportation
cost, the Minn Wise firm faces the communication
difficulties and higher costs inherent in attempting
to control marketing efforts in a remote market.
That he has a cost disability in attempting lo reach

distant markets is illustrated later in this chapter.

( )nly through expert assistance in the various fields

of marketing and distribution may f he systems

be sel up wherein- the small manufacturer and
producer located in Minn/Wise, will be able to ex-

ploit effectively his potential in more distant mar-
kets. At the same time, through a carefully

implemented systems approach, there will be
maximum opportunity to expand the small Minn/
AYi>< producer's business and to attract those types
of industries which will lie successful in the area,

especially those industries which perform high
value-adding activities.

Possibility for Increasing Value Added

li is axiomatic that high value products can be

economically transported over longer distances

than low value products. This is another way of

Saying that the transportation component is likely

to Im> a smaller percent of delivered price in a high
value product than in it low value product.
The value added in manufacturing or process-

ing represents one measure of a product's "trans-

portability." In Minn/Wise, application of the

value added concept assumes great importance due
to the nature of value-adding functions. Essen-

tially, inputs of man-hours, raw materials, and
capital investment add value to output in propor-
tion to their own use. If value added in the region

can be increased, its resources, both human and
natural, will be more intensively utilized, and a
reduction of under-employed resources will occur.

The theory of value added formed the basis for

a number of analyses performed using the l'esource

base of the Minn/Wise area and examining those

value-adding processes which are now carried out
on these resources in other areas. An attempt was
made to isolate those functions which can be

located in the Minn/Wise area in order to ac-

complish three objectives: (1) to increase employ-
ment in the area; (2) to enable the area to export
the products and thus produce necessary additional

sources of capital from outside the region; and (3)

to minimize the total costs required to market the

final product.
The results of these analyses are presented later

in this report.

Transportation Status of the Area's Industries

To measure what transport at ion disabilif ies may
exist, for industries located in Minn/Wise, five rep-

resentative products were studied: insulation

board, printing papers, birch plywood, canned
food products and hardboard panels. Transpor-
tation costs for these products from Minn/Wise
were compared with those of major competitors

shipping into the same markets. Two types of

analysis were performed (1) a comparison of rate

levels per Be and ('2) a comparison of the cost to

shippers in Minn/Wise its against their competi-

tors. Both were on a carload shipment, basis, the
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predominant size of shipment for the selected

products.

First, the carload rail rates for Minn/Wise in-

dustries and for their stated major competitor were
compared with the approximate carrier out-of-

pocket costs, using territorial average costs, to ob-

tain a ratio of rate to cost. Any one rate/cost ratio

is not necessarily significant. However, when com-
pared with the ratio for the competitor's move-
ments and when compared with average territorial

moves for the products involved, they give a
measure of relative rate level relationships which
would tend to show up any pure rate level dis-

ability for Minn/Wise industries. In general, the

ratio of rail rates to costs for carriers serving
Minn/Wise industries and their competitors into

the same markets was found to be approximately
the same. In the case of birch plywood and insula-

tion board, the ratio appears to be slightly in favor
of the Minn/Wise industries whereas with hard-
board there is a slight difference in the other
direction. In the case of canned foods and print-

ing papers the rate/cost relationship is not sig-

nificantly diffei*ent. The conclusion drawn from
this research indicates that from a carrier cost

level standpoint, rail rate levels for the products
studied are comparable with rates in other ter-

ritories for substantially similar movements.
The next question was : "To what extent do the

Minn/Wise industries suffer from a pure geo-
graphic disability?" (from a transportation stand-
point). The yardstick used to accomplish this

measurement was the difference in cost of trans-

portation to market between Minn/Wise indus-
tries and their competition as a percentage of
average delivered price for the product in respec-

tive market cities. Table II shows the geographic
transportation disability expressed as a percent-
age of product delivered price by which Minn/
Wise rail transportation costs differ from those of
the competition to the three market cities for each
of the five products. The highest disability as

measured in this manner was found to be 4.8 per-

cent for insulation board to a market 1200-1300
miles away—and where the Minn/Wise distance
disability is 784 miles. Conversely, an advantage
of .3 percent, was found for canned foods to Pacific

Coast areas where Minn/Wise industries have a
mileage advantage of approximately 48 miles. In
general the disability percentages reflect the fact
that the rates on most commodities between points
in the rail territories roughly east of the Rocky
Mountains are the same mile-for-mile, and they
reflect so-called commodity column rales which
are predicated on the short line rail mileages.
However, two variations from this occur.

For printing paper the disability increases
slightly even though the difference in mileage be-

tween the Minn/Wise industries and the competi-
tion is the same for all three markets. For canned
foods an inconsistency of minor proportions was

found. While the Minn/Wise industry has a

mileage disability of 11 miles to Market City B,

it has a rate advantage equal to 0.2 percent of t In-

delivered product cost. Conversely, to Market

City C, Minn/Wise has a 48-mile distance ad-

vantage and only an 0.3 percent delivered price

advantage.
With all but three exceptions where the mileage

differential was very large, disability amounts to

less than 2 percent. This indicates that rate levels

as such are not out of line with other territories

and in no case was there a mileage advantage
coupled with a transportation cost disadvantage.

A similar comparison of motor transport costs

produced similar results but with a sligthly higher

level of disability as distance from Minn/ Wise
increased. Therefore no comparative table for

motor transportation costs was included in the

report.

The variations noted above probably stem from
the following rate situations cited by one of the

railroads:

Long-haul transcontinental rates on canned
goods to the Pacific Coast, reflect adjustments

made to keep the movement of such goods on a

market competitive basis. There are also excep-

tions to the rate/mileage relationship for printing

paper in that certain Wisconsin origins to certain

eastern destinations have rates which are lower

relatively and actually than are the rates from
Minnesota origins to the same destinations. Of
course in the latter case, a transportation disabil-

ity exists even without any rate exceptions since

the Minn/Wise origins are a greater distance

from eastern markets than are lower Wisconsin
origins.

In the case of market competitive rates in gen-

eral, carriers have endeavored to facilitate the

competition of a region's manufacturers in a mar-

ket which is served by other geographically closer

manufacturers. While such rate philosophies of

railroads have in certain cases permitted the sur-

vival or expansion of a local plant, they have
traditionally been of greatest help to large volume

shippers. Conversely, carriers have not always
responded favorably to all requests from industry

for market competitive rates. In some cases in-

dustry was not satistied with the response pro-

vided as proposed by the carriers. While these

situations are not unique to this area, the volume
of traffic other than bulk commodities originating

in this area is so small that the carrier's position

is no less difficult than that of industry. Kssen-

t 'tally, carriers are attempting to provide a rea-

sonable frequency of service even though the small

demand results in trains of sub-average weight.

Therehv the burden of providing the service is

imposed upon a smaller number of revenue units

than would be the case if ( 1 ) trains were of aver-

age size and weight, (2) in- and out-bound move-
ments attained a higher degree of balance, and
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Tabic II

Geographic Transportation Disability Expressed as Percenl of Product Delivered Price by
Which Minn Wise Transportation ['osls Vary From Those of Competitors to Same Market City

Commodity

Insulation Printing Birch ( a n tied Hardboard
To Mark.t City A: Board I'll/" Is I'll/:! Will /•'(mils I'limii

Mileage block from Minn Wise 450 500 500 550 200 250 70(1 77)0 4.Mi 7.0(1

Mileage block from competitor 150 200 L50 '-'oo 250 300 400 450 350 400
Extra miles for Minn Wise 296 ::4!i 1 (21 ) 295 so
Extra delivered cost percenl

'-'

1. 7 i i
I 1. 2 . 7 . :;

To Market City B:

Mileage block from Minn Wise 1 KID 1 loll 750 mio 700 750 '.too 950 700-750
Mileage block from competitor 7ti(i 7.">(i 400 450 450-500 <ioo 950 400-450
Extra miles for Minn Wise 392 349 284 l 1 282
1 \t ra delh ered cost percent -'

2. 4 l. 8 . 3 1

. 2 l. 8
To Market City C:

Mileage block from Minn Wise 120(1 1300 Hill moo 1 100 1200 2200 2300 77)0- sou
Mileage block from competitor. 400 450 600-650 900 950 2200 2300 .•{50-400

Extra miles for Minn Wise 7S4 349 284 i(48) :}<»:5

Extra delivered cost percent 2.. 4. S 1. i) 2 1
.

.'5 3.

Note: All are based upon rail cost differentials except for Birch 1'lywood t< Market
City A which is based upon motoi transport cost s.

1 Indicates Minn Wise industry has advantage
-' Percent of delivered product price Minn/ Wise transportation cos Is exceed those of

t he competition.

(3) railroad investment, particularly in tracks,

yards, and stations could be utilized to a greater
extent. Were it not for the hulk commodity traf-

fic moving oxer the region's rail network, it

would probably be impossible to maintain reason-
able rail service at rate levels anywhere near
the existing ones. Thus current transportation
charges are consistent with the fact that outbound
shipments—excluding iron ore—are at relatively

low volume.
Increased traffic could permit the carriers to re-

duce* the overall rate level, which in turn would
increase the competitiveness of .Minn Wise indus-

tries in national markets. This chain reaction

cycle could further increase traffic both in and
out of the region. Therefore, there is reason to

believe thai the common carriers will in fact <>-ive

encouragemenl in the form of favorable rates to

firms proposing to generate large volumes of traf-

fic from new enterprises or expansion of existing
one-.

Various method- proposed in this report along
with oilier efforts to increase production in the

region could have .a significant effect on traffic

generated by .Minn Wise industries.

Examples of Specific Opportunities in

Transportation

Though this study was not directly concerned
with any one specific tnanu facturer or shipper and
the potential improvement of the methods used by
him. several situation- whir]) illustrate how sug-
gestions for immediately useable improvements

in distribution practices can be put into effect.

For obvious reasons, the following examples are

masked so thai the identity of the individuals will

not, be revealed.

One shipper moves his manufactured product

in carload, truckload, and less-than-truckload

(CL, TL, and LTL) quantities to many destina-

tions in a national market. To some destinations

in the West and in the MidwestTL and LTL ship-

ments are usually made, while to others in the

same general territories CL shipments are the

routine. It was found that the TL and LTL
destinations are intermediate to the CL destina-

tions. Thus, through-cars could be "stopped in

transit for partial unloading" at the tariff charge
of s-_>o.oo per stop. The difference in the charges
in one such routing on a typical shipment can
amount to about $70.00, enough to pay for the

needed stopover and still produce a sizeable sav-

ing under present distribution costs. In addition
to this direct saving, there is (he indirect advan-
tage thai this gives the shipper a choice of com-
peting modes and routings that can he applied

selectively as the circumstances may warrant from
time to t ime.

Another shipper customarily warehouses his

products in various cities: the goods tire redis-

tributed from these warehouses either to nearby
dest inat ions or to consumers in t he warehouse cil ies

themselves. A comparison of warehouse charges
showed that the Minn/Wise producer was paying
far more than his competitor in another pari of

the country. Differences in charges amounted to

34 percent in one case and 155 percent in smother.
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These differences could have been avoided by re-

searching competitive availabilities. Since these

differences apply to both storage and handling

charges, this shipper has minimized the use of

warehousing, which in turn requires frequent small

shipments to these markets. It is evident that a

critical analysis of his shipping practices is needed,

especially of the services he obtains from his ware-

houseman as compared with those of his competi-

tor. It may well be that he would be better off to

make infrequent volume shipments and warehouse
for longer periods.

Another shipper attempted to negotiate the sale

of a substantial quantity of hay. Pie was frus-

trated by a rail rate considerably higher than that

for a competing origin. A quick check showed that

the unhappy seller was using a class rate in his cal-

culation while his alert competitor was using a

commodity rate. Had he used the latter, which is

available for various weight minimums, his trans-

port costs would have been lower than those of the

competitor. Furthermore, this shipper had two
additional cost-reducing opportunities. If his hay
had been wire-baled rather than string-baled, he
could have attained a significantly higher load per

car and thus could have used the lowest published
carload rate. At the same time, the wire-baled hay
would arrive in much better condition and would
therefore be a more desirable product. There was
also the possibility of further saving had he sent

his truck from the point of origin to a more distant

rail terminal because the difference in the pub-
lished rail rate from these two terminals may be

more than the trucking costs to the more distant

rail point.

Another case involved a manufacturer's ship-

ping a ''product package" (several items constitut-

ing one assembly) in an LCL shipment which
produced a very low density (pounds per cubic

foot of space) despite the fact that the product is a
relatively heavy one. The reason for this phenom-
enon is that one component is a tubular unit in a
package consuming far more space than would be
needed if it were either separated or repackaged
in a different way. Nevertheless, the present
method requires a high rail rate in part because
of the adverse weight/volume relationship. A dif-

ferent packaging method could produce a signifi-

cantly lower total distribution cost.

IRON ORE INDUSTRY

Direct Employment Importance

The major industry in Minn/Wise has histori-

cally been iron ore mining, processing, and trans-

portation. A major employer itself, the iron ore
industry also creates demands for machine tools,

explosives, supplies, and a spectrum of support
services and industries.

Direct employment in the iron ore industry in

Northeast Minnesota has typically been a large

744 840 <14 2

proportion of the total labor force in the area.

However, dec-lining demand for the output of
Minnesota ores has caused a severe decline in em-
ployment which has considerable impact on the
economic well-being of the entire region. Much
of the hard core of unemployment which charac-

terizes the Minn/Wise area today stems from the
iron ore mining industry's plight . The table below
indicates the rapid decline in iron ore mining and
beneficiating employment which started in the
late 1950's and is continuing even today.

MiniicRota Employees
in Iron Ore Minina
and Bencflciating

(000)
18.51953

1054 1«.

1!)55 15. 7
mm; 17.4
1957
1958
1959

18.

9

15. 6
13.

5

1960 13.0
1961 9. 9
19G2 9. 6

Although it has seriously deteriorated in market
position, the Minn/Wise iron ore industry still

represents a major tool for economic improvement
of the area. No other industry in the area has the
same economic leverage. Even today, more Minn/
Wise workers depend upon mining for employment
than upon any other single industry. A Devitaliza-

tion of this industry would cause promptly a pe-

riod of redevelopment and absorb the unemploy-
ment which today saps the region's strength. It

was for this reason that a major effort was ex-

pended to determine methods for decreasing the
costs of transporting Minn/Wise ores and taconites

to steel mills and thereby assist in placing the in-

dustry again in a strong competitive position rela-

tive to foreign sources of ore.

Causes of Minn/Wise Economic Decline

The status of Minn/Wise as an iron producing
region shifted during the 1950's from that of a

Table Ill

Minnesota Employment in Mining and Beneficiating

Average number of men 1960 1961 196t

employed 12. 075 0.015 0. 021
Average number of

davs 200
:;. 491

207
2. 047

270
2. 596Total man shifts (000).

Man hours:
Average per shift. . 8. oi S. 00 S. 01

Total (000) 27. 949 21, 17S 20. 790
Usable ore:

Long tons (000)... 57. S02 13, 789 45. 210
Tons per man hour. 2. 07 2. 07 2. 17

Source: Bureau of Mines, "Mineral- Yen book,"
for I960 and 1001. Bureau of M ines preli minary
estimate for 1002.
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near monopoly to that of a competitor losing a

battle for market survival. The steel industry has

been obtaining a declining percentage of its iron

ore supply from Minn Wise, as ;i result of two
Facts : (1) a reducl ion in average quality »»!' Minn/
Wise natural ores and (-) discovery and exploita-

tion of Foreign sources of high grade ores.

The economics of l>last furnace operation pro-

vide greal incentives to use high-yield ores. Im-
port ores and pellets afford a much greater pig iron

yield per ton of blast furnace burden. For
example, raising the iron content from an average
51.5 percent for Minn Wise ores to the 62-plus

percent for some of the foreign ores caused a rise

in effective blast furnace capacity of over 20 per-

cent. Since enormous capital investment is tied

up in blast furnace facilities, use of high grade
ores gains added capacity without equivalent addi-
tional investment. In addition, less coke and lime-
stone are needed in the burden when richer ores

are consumed. As a consequence, lower grade
shipping ores from Minn/Wise become less desir-

able as a raw material.

Import Ore

( Canadian and other foreign ores have preempted
demand for ores from the Lake Superior region.

There are numerous factors affecting the mining
and shipping of Minn/Wise ores. Primary in im-
portance is t lie demand for ore engendered by U.S.
iron and steel production, which is affected by the
price/quality ratio of Minn/Wise ores as related

to ores mined in other areas and those imported
from other countries. Other factors include the
relatively inexpensive ocean transportation rates
on foreign ores, the location of steel mills, and
those investments made by United States steel com-
panies outside the U.S.
Taxes and foreign policy enter into the equation.

U.S. company investments in mines outside the

United States, notably Canada, Brazil, and Vene-
zuela, represent capital expenditures of major
proportions. Due to an uncertain political situa-

tion in some of these countries, the mines may be
producing at rates above what might be optimal
on short -run economic grounds. Essentially, when
uncertainty about future access to a. capital invest-

ment is present, the investment will be utilized so
as to provide maximum output in the short run.
The large output of these mines is partially sold
on the world market, but much of it is used in U/.S.

blast furnaces.
In short, the area's economic decline is directly

related to that of the local mining industry.

Minnesota Concentrates

A- ;i result of the increased demand for higher
quality ores, there has been a steady trend toward
concentration and agglomeration of local ores to

yield large percentages of iron content. More

recently, Minnesota producers have hcnelicialed

a large proportion of total output and have devel-

oped production facilities for (aconite ' pellets.

At present, deposits of magnetic taconites on the

east half of the Mesabi Range are being used by
beneliciat ion plants at Mountain Iron, Iloyt Lakes,
and Silver Hay, Minnesota.''

Taconite is an excellent example of the type of

product to which value-added concepts apply. In

its native raw material slate, taconite contains
between .">() and 35 percent iron in combination
with much silicon and other nonferrous materials.

The raw taconite is a material of extremely low

value. However, after beneliciat ion and process-

ing, taconite pellets represent approximately 63
percent iron content, with a much reduced silicon

and magnesium waste content. The value is sub-

stantially higher than the value of natural taconite

per unit.

Minnesota, taconite pellets are less expensive to

transport than natural ore per unit of iron since

natural direct shipping ore represents approxi-
mately 51 to 52 percent natural iron. For every
5 million tons of direct shipping ore, the pellet

user must, ship only 4.1 million tons of material

—

a very substantia] decrease in physical handling
required by the carriers and the industry. The
marketability of the higher valued taconite is illus-

trated by the fact that taconite plants located in

Minnesota account for nearly half of the tonnage
of concentrated ore; direct, shipping ore accounts
for less than 40 percent, of Minnesota output and
has provided a. diminishing percentage of the iron

ore used at American steel mills.

Although import ore has captured an impres-
sive share of the U.S. market in a relatively few
years, a significant reduction in delivered costs of
Minnesota ores and pellets could potentially re-

verse the situation. Despite the many rigidities

already mentioned, the price/quality ratio, or the
ratio of ore costs to the useable iron content of
ore, ultimately determines the purchasing policy

of major steel mills. Reduction in the delivered
cost for Minnesota ore would make it more attrac-

tive in comparison with foreign ore. Further-
more, a reduction in the delivered cost, of high
grade Minnesota pellets would give immediate
impetus to the expansion of taconite processing
facilities in Minnesota.

'Taconite is classified as either magnetic or non-
magnetic. Magnetic taconite has from (."> to 70 percent of
total iron content present as magnetite.
'Non-magnetic (aconites are more prevalent on the

west half of the Mesahi Range. Magnetite content in

non-magnetic taconite is seldom high enough to justify
magnetic separation as the sole method of treatment.

Non-magnetic taconite has not yet reached a level of tech-

nological development needed for economical commercial
use. The lag behind the magnetic taconites can be attrib-

uted to the i d for more complex and expensive benefi-

cial ion procedures. However, progress in flotation

research and reductive roasting may soon make processing
of these non-magnetic ores feasible.
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Table IV

Minnesota Shipments of Iron Ore Concentrates

1949-1962

(Gross Tons)

Year

1949
1950.-.
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
I960
1961
1962

Taconite SemlrTaconUt Other Concentrates Total

15,756 16,79:5,346 16

62,087 19,835,048 19

137,607 22,832,718 22
106,388 19,540,789 19

561, 347 26, 440, 928 27
888,860 17,740,407 18

1,155,376 25,413,898 26
4,816,909 22,884,294 27
6,347,542 24,417,797 30
8,421,500 15,136,106 23
8,346,519 11,878,008 20
11,364,605 3,542 22,283,732 33
14,352,157 177,049 17,657,392 32
13, 979, 278 278, 004 18, 739, 726 32

i .//.< . iitrate*

809, 102

897, 135
970, 325
647, 186
002,
629,

569,

275
267
274

701, 203
765, 339

224
606
527

651, 879
186, 598
997, 008

Source: U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines, "U.S. Minerals Yearbook."

Production of taconite pellets in Minnesota has
been growing at a rapid rate. Completion of
additional capacity will further increase produc-
tion and employment. Table IV shows the rise

in production and shipments from Minnesota con-
centrators. Since each ton of taconite produced
and shipped from Minnesota requires over 0.6

hours of direct employment, growth of the indus-
try as rapidly as possible should be encouraged.
New concepts and techniques of transporting the
output of the.se plants to steel mills will provide
a necessary impetus and encouragement to effect

large scale increases in productive capacity.

Present Transport Methods and Costs

Shipment of iron ore and taconite pellets is a
seasonal operation utilizing a rail-lake-rail system,

with the long haul presently handled by Great
Lakes bulk carriers. Transportation and han-

dling costs for typical moves involving no inter-

mediate storage are given in Table V.
In the present method of shipping, transport

costs of $6.60 a ton to Pittsburgh steel mills con-

stitute over one-third of the total delivered cost

of taconite. However, a cost of $6.60 per ton of

63 percent iron taconite represents a cost of $10. 18

per ton of iron contained. Natural ore, at ap-

proximately 51.5 percent effective iron content,

must bear a transportation burden of $12.82 per

ton of iron contained at the same effective rate

per ton of ore. Therefore, the shipment of taco-

nite itself represents a transport cost savings, since

$6.60 is also the effective rate on direct shipping

ore. The relationship between transportation cost

Transportation Costs-

Table V

-Mesabi Range Iron Ore and Taconite via Present Rail-Lake-Rail
Method to Selected Destinations—1963

Vessel Rail
Upper i I [old to Vessel freight from

Lakes Rail Load Lake- Vessel Hail to Lake Port

Freight \'essel Freight Rail Rail Car to Mill Total

w!'iZrw^rviSnla
a
:: ::}

$L2S »-» w-~ *» * - 22 M *G2G
Bessemer, Pennsylvania

]

McKeesport, Pennsylvania- . I , 00 in . ,,., .,., .,., ., -., -. an
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania..

L 28 19 L 90 28 " * 73 b " 60

Wheeling, West Virginia I

cSfohii.
0hi0

::: ::}
L28 - 19 L9° -

28 •- 208 5 - 95

1 Prom Mine to Duluth-Supcrior.
2 To Lower Lake Erie ports.

Source: The Hanna Mining Company, Cleveland, Ohio, "Iron Ore Analyses and Data,
1963."
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Mesabl I ron Ores
o

Tablt

Trans.

f Iron

VI

portation (

Contained
ost Per Ton

Prrcmt Iron

75.0

Content
Transport CM Pet

cf Iron Coni
QtoU Ten
nl 1

$8. 800
9 420

1(1. l.Vt

in. 478
in. 644
10. 823
11. 011(1

12. 000
12. Sll
1:5. 200

70.0

63.0
62.0
61 o

60.0
55.0
51.5
50.0

1 Based upon 106:5 rates of $6.60
shipment of iron ore via rail-lake-r

District with no intermediate store

per
iil t

Ke,

gross ton for

o Pittsburgh
Bee Table V.

per Ion of iron contained and ore yield is shown
in Table VI. When costs of handling and stor-

age are added to the direct transport costs, the
competitive advantage of a high iron content prod-
uct becomes even more pronounced.
The importance of transportation and distribu-

tion costs on the linal delivered cost of iron ore

lead to analysis of alternate means of transporting

Minnesota taconite.

Iron Ore Transport by Unit Train

The use of a unit train to move beneficiated ore

and pellets on a year-round basis was investigated

from a cost of service standpoint, in order to deter-

mine what rate level might be possible as a result

of known operating economies. In order to pro-

vide benefits as early as possible, it was assumed
that the concept would be implemented with exist-

ing rail equipment. This equipment though is not
likely to be suitable for winter ore movements be-

cause of the Freezing and thawing problems in-

volved. Consequently, the following analysis

concerns the movement of pellets only as the

"demonstration materia]."* Research conducted
recently by various parties, including Transporta-
tion Planning and Research, Traffic Division, U.S.
Steel Corporation, indicates that an economical
solution to the freezing problem may be available
very soon.

One example assumes the use of conventional
open hoppers capable of hauling L00 long Ions of
ore or pellets. These cars would have a tare weight
of approximately 31 tons. On a typical route, six

2,500 hp die-el units would pull the Loaded train.

Based upon known loading and unloading rales,

an optimum movement cycle was assumed between
theMesabi Range and the Foungstown-Pittsburgh
area approximately as follows:

Load at taconite plant 6 hours
Bn route to and from sir«-i

mill ( Including three Inter-

changes of • hour each). 104

Onload at steel mill L0

Total turnaround lime 120 hours (." days)

To move 5 million tons per year would require

one L0,000-ton train daily plus a second train de-

parture on an average of every 2y2 days. Thus,
with a favorable five-day turnaround, seven sels

of unit train equipment, would be required. Allow-
ing for a less efficient cycle, a maximum of eight

or nine sets of equipment would still be ample.

Approximately 900 freight cars and 50diesel units

could perform the entire service with a total in-

vestment in equipment of only 2-2 million dollars.

Optimum utilization of equipment, both rail

cars and locomotives, is possible with the unit train.

This, plus minimum switching and clerical ex-

penses, is the key to the lower costs obtainable in

the operation. Whereas the average hopper car
travels only about 9,000 miles per year, this unit

train would move cars in excess of 100,000 miles

annually, or over 10 times more than a similar car

in conventional service. Successful operation of
the. train would require the coordinated efforts of
four to six railroads depending upon the origin,

dest ination, and routing.

The train would spend a minimum of time at
interchange between railroads since only the loco-

motive and caboose, would require handling.

While en route on one road, the caboose would
not be changed and changing of locomotives
would be held to a minimum to meet needs for

servicing. The unit train should permit enough
economies of operation so that railroads could

publish profitable rates at a range between $5.75

and $0.25 per gross ton.

If coal were carried on the return (rip, the turn-

around time would be extended another day or

two, depending upon location of the coal loading
and unloading points.

Principal destinations for the coal back haul of

approximately 850,000 tons per year are:
B« / 1 in 11 liil Conn 11 in pi inn

Destination (net tons)

Superlor-Duluth-Cloquet 40. 000
Cohasset-Grand Rapids 435,000
Hibblng 56,000
Virginia-Aurora 186,000
.New taconite plant 125, 000

850,000

"With coal as a return load, the round trip costs

could be spread over the tonnage in both direc-

tions to reduce the rate on ore to about $5 per

ton while at the same time providing a rate of

under SI per net Ion for t he coal. I f lower power
costs in the area can be used as a basis for further

economic development, a greater coal movement
would result, and this would permit more, specific

consideration of the potential of the round trip.
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The foregoing discussion of a unit train system

relates exclusively to ore and pellet consumers re-

quiring rail transportation from Lower Lake

E^rts. Thus steel mills located directly on Lower
ake waters for example, could not be served

advantageously by the proposed system.

Cost Comparison of Transport Methods

Under the present rail-lake-rail method used

for the movement of iron ore and pellets from
Mesabi to Pittsburgh, sizable inventories must be

carried both above and below the Lakes, due to

the seasonal nature of operations caused by the

Lakes being closed for over four months each win-

ter. The costs involved in holding these stock-

piles plus the handling and rehandling from rail

to vessel to rail and stockpile provide savings for

a method of transport which will reduce handling

and eliminate seasonal stockpiles.

To compare costs of the conventional rail-lake-

rail and unit train systems, a model was constructed

assuming the production of five million gross tons

of pellets by a taconite plant located in the

Biwabik/Aurora area of the Mesabi Range. Con-

siimption would be at four mills in the area of

Pittsburgh. Production and coiisiimpt ion were
assumed to be at a constant daily rati; annually.

The inventory build-up and reduction at both
the taconite plant and below the Lakes is shown
in Table VTII for the rail -lake-rail method.

Each stockpile increases until equal to the con-

sumption requirements for the 128 days per year

that- the. Lakes are closed (1,753,425 tons). At

the assumed production and consumption rates,

the winter stockpile is shown to be 10.5 million

ton-months at each end of the Lakes.

With the assumption that the below-t he-Lakes
stockpile would be held 50 percent at the mill and
50 percent at the Lower Lake dock, Table IX
shows the computation of Return on Invested
Capital—at 10 percent per annum—which would
be tied up in the seasonal stockpiles. The resulting

cost is the sizable sum of plus 2.6 million dollars

or 52.3 cents for every ton of pellets consumed.
Although preliminary estimate of the transport

rate via the unit train method is between $5.75

and $6.25 per ton, a rate of $6.00 was assumed for

Applies only to certain companies.

Table VII

Comparison of Costs for Movement of 5 Million Gross Tons of Taconite Pellets From Mesabi
Range to Pittsburgh District Mills Present Rail-Lake-Rail Method Versus All Rail Unit Train

Amount

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

Shipping season (days)
Total return on investment cost in seasonal stockpiles

Handling cost at Upper Lake dock:
Rate per ton, from rail car to vessel

Total annual cost
Handling costs at Lower Lake dock:

Rate per ton, from vessel to stockpile to rail car
Tons stockpiled at Lower Lake dock
Total annual cost
Rate per ton, from vessel direct to rail car
Tons unloaded directly to rail car
Total annual cost

Storage rate for dock stockpile per ton per month
Ton-months of inventory stockpiled at dock
Annual dock stockpile storage cost

Transport rate per gross ton
Annual transport cost for 5 million tons
Handling from mill stockpile to mill jit
Annual amortization of unloading facilities required with

unit train

Total annual cost
Annual savings with unit train—Total

—Per gross ton

Rail- 1. ake- Rail

237
1 $2, 614, 089

2 $. 19
$950, 000

2 $1. 08
3 876, 713
$946, 850

2 $50
* 4, 123, 287
$2, 061, 644

2 $. 0125
1 5, 257, 269

$65, 7 1

6

5 $5. 91

$29, 550, 000
6 $87, 671

Unit Train

360

$36, 275, 970

11 $6. 00
$30, 000, 000

8 $375, 000

' $200, 000
$30, 575, 000
$5, 700, 970

$1. 14

1 See Table IX.
2 Source of rates and unit costs: The Hanna Mining Company, Cleveland, Ohio, "Iron

Ores Analyses and Data— 1963."
3 Total below-the-Lakes stockpile of 1,753,425XJf—see Table VIII.
* 5,000,000 tons less 876,713 tons stockpiled at Lower Lake dock.
6 Rail-mine to Upper Lake dock $1.28; Lake freight $1.90: Hail-Lower Lake port to

Pittsburgh $2.73 (1963 rates).
6 Estimated.
7 Based upon estimated cost of four facilities @ $500,000 each on a 10-year basis.
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purposes of this comparison. This rate assump-
tion is generally in fine with existing unit-tram
rates for long hauls which appear t<> be in the

range of 6 mills to 6 mills per ton-mile.
The cost For handling from mil] stockpile to

mill pit under the unit train method is based upon
the assumption thai one trainload of 10,000 tons

represents tour days' consumption ;it one mill.

Hence three days' consumption would have to be
piled and t hereby create a handling cost, estimated
at 10 cents per ton, for transferring pellets from
the storage pile to the consumption pit.

It was estimated also that the use of the unit

train method would require a capital investment

of approximately $500,000 at each of the four steel

mills to provide trestles, conveyors, etc. required
to unload B L0,000-ton train in as short, a period

as possible.

The model produced the following comparison
of distribution costs per ton by the two methods:

Via rail-lake-rail $7.25
Via unit train (i. 11

Savings via unit train $1.14

The comparison of all cost factors by both
methods of transport for the movement of five

million tons is shown in Table VIT. It should he
noted that the major difference in the total costs is

occasioned by the handling and inventory costs in-

volved in the Lake movement method. Savings
of the magnitude shown appear to make the unit

train method very attractive for those steel mills

located away from the waterfront and could pro-
vide Minnesota (aconite with a, market advantage.

Employment Impact of the Unit Train

As shown in Table III, employment in Mimic
sota mines and beneficiating plants in 1962, pro
duced 15,216,000 usable' gross tons of ore. [r, as
a result of an increased ability to compete with
imported ore, production of Minnesota useable ore
increased by as little as 5 percent, approximately
t80 jobs would he created. In addit ion, movement
of the pellets on a L2-month basis will reduce sea
sonal layoffs of personnel in Minn/Wise.

There is every reason to expect that the improve-
ment of Minnesota's ore position will he greater
than .*» percent. Reductions in cost such as those

possible through use of the unit train with its

resulting reduction of inventory requirements to

hare minimunis will he powerful reasons for using
Minnesota ore in preference to foreign ore.

It is to he expected that inauguration of a unit
train operation will hasten plans of several linns
to construct taconite facilities in northeast Minne-
sota. That these plans may become reality within
a short waiting period instead of at some indeter-

minate future date is one of the major promises of

the unit train as envisioned in this report.

On (he other hand considerable effort will have
to he invested before the many interrelated and
often divergent interests can he brought together
for (he inauguration of a scheduled unit (rain

operation. If one railroad were in (he position

to haul ore or pellets from origin to destination,

7 Direct shipping ere. washed ore, concentrates, agglom-
erates, less than r> percent manganese.

Table VIII

Taconite Pellet Stockpiles Required at Taconite Plant and Below the Lakes Under Seasonal
Rail-Lake-Rail Method To Support Annual Consumption of 5 Million Cross Tons (average
lake shipping season, April 17 to December 10—237 days)

Tacnnitr Produc-
tion n

1'iuii Petiod Consum

December—21 days (10-31) _. 287
January—31 days 424
February—28 days 383
March :',1 (lavs 424
April— 17 davs (1- 17) 232
April - 13 days (IS 30) 178
Mav —31 davs 424
June 30 davs 410
July 31 days 424
August :51 'lavs 424
September- 30 days 410
October— .'51 days., 424
November -30 days 410
December— 10 days (1- 10) 136,
Annual totals (gross tons) 5, 000,

,„l Tons Shipped Stockpile Knd of

plum Durum Period At Taconite Plant

, 671 2S7, 071

658 712,329
562 1,095,891
658 1 , 520, 540
876 1,75:5,42.")

082 274,262 1,657,245
658 654,008 1,427,895
959 6:52,012 1,205,042
657 654,008 076,501
658 654, 00S 747,241
050 632,912 525,2X8
657 654,008 205,0:57
050 632,912 73,084
086 210,070
000 5,000,000 10,526,56:5

Period {Ion-month*)

Below tin Lakei

I. 465, 754
1, 041, 006

657, 534
2.'52, 876

"96, 180

325, 530
547, 483
776, 834

1, 006, 184

1 , 228, 1 37

1 , 457, 488
1, 670,441
1 , 753, 425

10, 514, 537

Note: Production and consumption assumed at constant daily rate,
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Table IX

Taconite Pellet Inventory Capital Costs Under Seasonal Hail-Lake-Hail Method To Support
Annual Consumption of 5 Million (iross Tons

1 Value of taconite pellets per ton at rail of vessel at Lower Lake port ($.252
unit value @ 63% iron content) $15. 876

2 Handling eosL, vessel rail to dock stockpile .. $. 490
:{ Value per ton at dock stockpile (sum I & 2) $16,366
4 RRI ' cost per ton-month at dock stockpile ($16.366XMa of 10%)-.. $. L'*6

5 Ton-months of inventory stockpiled at Lower Lake dock (gross tons) (from
Table \ III) . ^ 5, 257, 269

(i RRI cost in Lower Lake dock stockpile (4X5) ... $714,989
7 Handling cost per ton, rail of vessel to rail car at Lower Lake port $ 220
8 Rail freight per ton, Lower Lake port to Pittsburgh District $2. I'M)

\) Value per ton at steel mill stockpile (sum 1,7, & 8) $18. 820
10 RRI cost per ton-month at steel mill stockpile ($18.82(iX 'i, of 10'

, j
s. i;,7

11 Ton-months of inventory stockpiled at steel mill (gross tons) 2
5, 257, 200

12 RRI cost in stockpile at steel mill (10X11) ... $825,391
13 Handling cost per ton, hold to rail of vessel at Lower Lake port $ 280
14 Lake freight cost per ton $1,900
15 Handling cost per ton, rail car to vessel at Upper Lake dock s. 190
16 Rail freight per ton, taconite plant to Upper Lake dock $1. 280
17 Value of taconite pellets per ton at taconite plant stockpile (line 1 less 13, 14,

15, & 16) $12. 226
18 RRI cost per ton-month at taconite plant stockpile ($12,226X^2 of 10%)_. $ 102
19 Ton-months of inventory stockpiled at taconite plant (gross tons) (from

Table VIII) 10, 526, 563
20 RRI cost in stockpile at taconite plant (18X19) $1,073, 709
21 Total RRI cost in seasonal stockpiles (sum 6, 12, & 20) $2, 614, 089

1 RRI—Required return on investment.
2 Assumes Lower Lake stockpile held 50% at dock and 50% at steel mill—docs not apply-

to all steel companies.

as is the case with a goodly number of current unit
train operations hauling coal, a strong and inter-

ested catalyst would exist. If the consumer of pel-

lets most likely to benefit from a reduced cost unit
train operation would not have an investment in

lake ore carriers or foreign mining operations, he,

too, might take the action needed to get the idea

implemented. These conditions, however, do not
exist. In short, most of the potential users of an
all-rail ore or pellet movement from the Minnesota
ranges must consider broader issues than those in-

volved in a modal switch. The railroads involved
in such a move to plants located in the. East must
work out intricate operating agreements including
car supply mid rate divisions. The aggregate
savings potential for selected steel mills and the

revenue potential for affected railroads will in-

evitably sell the idea although it will require a

demonstration to the various managements as to

just how they will benefit. The proposed action
program suggests how to advance the process.

Ore Slurry Pipeline

The possibility of pipelining iron ore or taconite

slurry from northeast Minnesota to market or to a

transshipment point has been suggested. 8 This

B Ralph Constantini, "A Case Study in Pipeline Trans-
portation of Solids, The Challenge and The Promise with
Beneficiated Iron Ore." Papers, A.IME Mining Symposium,
Duluth, 1963.

could allow year-round delivery of slurry at Lower
Lake steel mills if a line were used all the way
from mine to mill. However, a possibility also

exists that a pipeline could bring slurry to the

Lower Peninsula of Michigan, where plants could

produce self-fluxing pellets mixed with native

limestone. The shorter haul from Michigan to

Lower Lake ports would decrease turnaround time
on Great Lakes vessels, their lower costs per trip

resulting in lower rates. This cost reduction
would be aided by the better vessel utilization per
season possible when not using the locks at Saul

t

Ste. Marie and avoiding upper Lake Superior load-

ing, where ice and freezing occurs earliest.

The possibilities of pipelining iron ore in slurry
form over long distances do exist.'

1 However, the

present state of the art does not allow accurate
economic study. At present, the unit train appears
to offer the most practical answer to the transpor-
tation problems of Minnesota mines and taconite

producers. Because no major investments in tin-

tried technology are required, costs to shippers
and carriers can be accurately predicted and the

existing rail-lake-rail transport system can be
retained for present volumes initially and bo per-

mitted to phase out in a more nearly normal amor-
tization process. Job dislocation would be mini-
mal f»nd most workers potentially affected could

'Ralph Constantini. "Basic Considerations for Long
Distance Solids Pipelines in the Mineral Industries."
AIME Transactions. 1962, Vol. 225
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likely be absorbed in the new jobs created by the
now transport system and industry expansion.

PRODUCTS OF FORESTS

Inventory of Forest Resources
A major considerat ion which bears heavily upon

the location <>t' Minn Wise Forest products indus-
tries i> the availability <>l' raw material, especially
pulpwood. Pulp ana paper mills are significant
in i be economic base of the region because of their

large employment of Minn Wise personnel. Given
the huge capita] investment which typifies themod-
ern pulp and paper mill, continuity of economical
pulpwood supply is a major criterion upon which
location and expansion decisions are made.
The inventory of wood fiber sources in the Minn/

Wise area has been a reason for location of sub-

stantia] pulp capacity in the Lake States. This
forest inventory is a resource which is not being
fully utilized. Using Forest Service survey dis-

tricts, the high proportion of total land which is

forested is shown in Table X. Overall, the 54.6

million acres of forest represent 4f> percent of the
land area in the region. In northeast Minnesota
over SO jxnvent of total land is forested, with over
74 percent considered commercial growth. North-
west Wisconsin has an equally high percentage of
total land commercially forested, although the
total size of the resource is smaller.

Growth and Cut
Growth of the pulpwood growing stock in the

northern Lake states region approximates 10.3

million cords yearly (Table XI ). Of this. C>.~ mil-

lion is aspen and other hardwood species. Hard-
woods, with (id percent of the growing stock

volume, account for 65 percent of the total growth

;

thus, the hardwood component of the pulpwood
growing stock is increasing relatively faster than
I he softwood component.

Recent developments in paper-making tech

nology have made it possible to use hardwood pulp
in producing high quality papers. Table XII
shows that hardwood species now make up the

largest percentage of pulpwood harvested. Aspen,
spruce, and pine were most heavily cut in L962.

Use of Wood Raw Material

Lake states timber is cut into pulpwood. saw
logs, veneer logs, fuel wood, piling, poles, posts,

ties, and mine timbers. It is also used for paper
products, hardboard, and dimesion lumber. The
largest users of commercial timber in the region

are the pulp and paper industries. Saw log out-

put for the lumber industry has declined over the

past decade, while pulpwood output has continued

a long term climb. The use of pulpwood, due to

an increasing per capita demand for paper
products,10 should continue its long term growth.

As the inventory indicates, wood supply is ade-

quate for industry expansion in the Minn/Wise

10
Puli). Paper, and Board Supply—Demand, House Re-

port 693, Com in it tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
1963, p. 34. Pulpwood requirements for 1966 are esti-

mated at 52,592,000 cords; compared with 40,677,000 cords

consumed in 1961, p. 20.

Table X
Forest Land Areas in the Lake States, By Survey District, 1953-56

Stab and Survey district

Wisconsin:
Northeast
Northwest .

Central
Sout heast
Southwest

Total

Minnesota:
Northeast 2

Southeast
Western

Total

Lake States

lores! La nd Area
Ratio

Forest toTotal land Total Commercial Noncommer-
{thousand {thousand {thousand cial ' thou- Total Land

acres) acres) acres) sand acres) {percent)

5, 701 4, 11!) 4, 157 39 72
6,818 5, 24!) 5, 107 52 77

7, 248 2, !)74 2 875 99 41

7, 800 942 041 1 12

7, 378 2, 227 2, 220 1 30

35,011 15, 588 15, 396 192 45

1!), 430 15,618 14, 420 1 192 80
I I, 000 2, 1!)2

•> 166 26 20
20, 710 1, 534 1, 500 28 7

.">
1 , 206 19,344 18, 098 1 240 38

122, 711 54, 631 52, 615 2 016 45

1 Includes (1) land judged incapable of producing merchantable timber within 100 years,
and (2) public land withdrawn from timber cutting by law or regulation.

2 Includes Superior, Central Pine, and Rainy River districts.

Source: Forest Service, t'.S. Department of Agriculture.
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Table XI

Annual Growth of Pulpwood Growing Stock 1

in the Northern Lake States by Species and
Survey District, 1953-56

Stale and Surrey District

Northern Wisconsin: AUSpecies Aspen

Northeast 914 4IS
Northwest 1,162 526
Central 356 168

Total 2,432

Northeast Minnesota:
Superior 1,414
Central Pine 1 , 72S
Rainy River 443

Total 3, 585

Northern Lake States 10,317 3,932

Other

Hardwoodi

259
387
94

Spruce

38
30

•>

Balsa m
Fir

66
58
3

/,',./ ,{- (Ithir

luck Pint Sunn oodt

47 86
83 78
59 30

1, 112 740 70 127 189 194

655
S25
139

L82
281
69

1 52
91
96

258
175
38

59
200
19

10S
156
82

1, 619 532 339 471 278 346

•z, rri 604 96S 978 1, 113

1 Includes all softwood and aspen trees above 5.0 inches in diameter at breast height, but
only trees 5.0 to 10.9 inches in diameter of other hardwood species.

Source: Robert A. Diehmand LeeM. James, "Possibilities of 1'singLake States Hardwoods
in an Expanded Pulp and Paper Industry," draft report for Resources Program Staff, U.S.
Department of Interior.

area. The Lake states pulp industry faces com-
paratively little competition with other wood-
using industries for soft woods, aspen, and other
pitlpwood sized hardwoods. The competition for

raw material is primarily the competition arising

within the Lake states pulp industry itself as it

expands.

Production of Pulpvvood

Pulp and paper plants represent the market for

Minn/Wise pulpwood. In the past, Wisconsin,
being the largest, paper producing state, used a

great proportion of pulpwood from northeast
Minnesota and northern Wisconsin. Pulp and
paper plants were first established in the Upper
Lakes region to take advantage of ample raw ma-
terials. Final market accessibility was a temper-
ing factor, which accounts for the density of mills

in southern and eastern Wisconsin from which
Chicago, Cleveland, and other large markets are
close at hand as opposed to more distant northeast
Minnesota.
Although Wisconsin paper mills still have sub-

stantial supplies of wood close by, allowable cut

limits and wood sizes are working together to pull

wood supplies in from other regions. In 1962,
Wisconsin mills used a substantial percentage of

pulpwood produced in northern Michigan and
Minnesota. The amounts from each source are

shown in Table XIII. Utilizing this wood in-

volves transporting logs for relatively long dis-

tances, making transportation an important com-
ponent of delivered cost to the paper mill. In

order to reduce the costs of transportation and

744-S-RV— 64 3

distribution, the concept of producing wood chips

in the forest area was developed.

Wood Chipping

The chipping of wood in the forest means that

wood is converted into an easily handled, bulk
commodity for ease of transfer. There are other
especially compelling reasons for considering
wood chipping in the Minn/Wise forest areas.

Since it uses some wood which may be considered

residue in a traditional harvesting operation, chip-

ping may make it economically feasible to utilize

forested areas which otherwise would be consid-

ered uneconomic and allowed to stand idle. Log-
ging and harvesting costs may be spread over a

greater amount of output from each acre of forest

land harvested. In total, economies can be created

at many parts of the wood harvesting and procure-

ment system as follows

:

• Loading and unloading are expedited.

• Replaces roundwood with chip storage and
handling at mill yards.
• Improved overall logging efficiency—uses

ends, limbs.

• Improved coverage of fixed logging cost>

with additional quantity of product to create

revenue.
• A potential saving in transportation exists.

Letter turnaround time of equipment as well as a

constant rate of shipment make contract or private

operations more feasible.

It is not necessarily cheaper to perforin each
wood harvesting and gathering function when
chipping is performed in the forest as compared
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Table XII

Pulpwood Production l>> Species for Selected Counties 1!M»2

(thousand standard cords)

Minnetota ill Specie* Upen

Carlton ... 34
Cook 65 (')

Lake 82
St. Louis 260 i

Itasca s7

Koochiching 170

Witco\ . I// Species . l
- / < f a

Ashland ... 43 17

Bayfield 59 .'17

Douglas .")."> •_»:;

Iron 26 L8

w -,

a Bottom Birch / .ill Spruct Tamarack Ifardu ood»

29 2 :$ (')

4 . 17 44
II 2 . II 25
is :su (') 60 •11 6 •>

A2 19 (') 13 21 1 1

7.") 30 6 .

r
)0 9

1 1 .

i

,

Bahu in Hit It Hi in/ml; l'mi Spruce Tamarack Hardtt oodt

9 3 :i l 1 1 8
1 s 2 id (') (') 1

1 l (') 24 2 1 :5

2 l :{ l (') i

1 Less than ">()() cords.

Source: Arthur ('.. Horn, Forest Service, I'.S. Department of Agriculture, "Pulpwood Pro-
duction iii Pake States Counties, 1962," December L963.

with roundwood. However, when chips are used,

there exists a potential for savings in total system
costs if all costs from stump to pulp mill digester
arc considered.

Chipping is a function typically handled in the

pulp mill. The chip, because of its semi -processed
form, is a product which has value added in proc-

essing. The value-adding function, since it can
be performed in the Minn Wise forested area, can

provide employment and income for present

under-employed workers. A preliminary study
to evaluate the feasibility of using chips from
Minn Wise forests indicates thai although trans-

portation costs for wood chips may be as costly or
more cosily than transportation of an equivalent

weight of roundwood, total remote chipping sys-

tem costs are significantly lower than equivalent
system costs when chipping is performed at the

pnl]) mill. The substantial lowering of per unit
fiber costs for Wisconsin and Minnesota paper
mills should provide an impetus for utilizing

greater quanl it iesof fiber from Minn/Wise forests.

Major cost elements which are affected by a chip-

ping operation are transportation, logging, han-
dling, inventory, and fiber loss.

Wood Chip Cost Analysis

Economic models of wood chip and roundwood
supply costs to paper mills were constructed to re-

flect operating conditions experienced in Lake
States areas. (See Wood Chip Cost Model.) They
represent operations carried out as part of the total

system of bringing pulp wood to the digesters in

B paper mill. The alternate models both cover

the system from the standing tree to the point
where chipped pulpwood is fed into the digesters
at the paper mill.

Logging conditions and operations in both
models are similar. When roundwood is used, trees

are cut into standard lengths at the site, and resi-

dues are left in the forest. When chips are used,

the trunk is left intact or cut into long lengths for
easier handling and then is used almost in its en-

tirety. The extent to which this increased utiliza-

tion of fiber reduces unit costs is conservatively
estimated on the basis of a 20 percent increase in
useable fiber per acre. 11

The. cut wood is forwarded to truck roads by a
tractor and rubber-tired skidder, then trucked to

the pulp mill or rail head. In the Lakes States,

rack and gondola cars are typically used for rail

transportation of roundwood. For transporting
chips, a covered hopper car with large cube ca-

pacity is among the specialized types of equipment
used, basically to obtain the unloading speed and
economy of such a specialized car."

Other than the use of different rail cars, the

major divergence between the two systems is in

the, location of the chipping operation. In the
lirsl model, chipping is done at the paper mill after

the roundwood has been transported to the mill.

The second model assumes that chipping will be
done at the rail head instead of at the paper mill.

The construction of logging costs for both

models follows the same pattern. In each of (he

models costs are calculated on a per acre basis in

11 Leiand W. Hooker. "Using Hardwood Logging Resi-
due." Pulpwood Annual lU.n. American Pulpwood Associa-
tion. ]>. 128.

' Thomas Baher, "Standardizing Railroad Car for
chips." Pulpwood .\)i)iinii /.'/.(?. American Pulpwood Asso-

ciation, p. 125. William Kluender. "Pulpwood Chip Cars
for Lake States Conditions," American Pulpwood Asso-
ciation. Technical Paper 02-43 presented in May 1!K!2.

Madison, Wisconsin.
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order to recognize the greater yield which comes
about through use of chips. Logging cost per acre

in both systems is estimated at $152 on land yield-

ing an average of 12 roundwood cords.18 The fiber

yield from chipping, since it can use wood not

readily useable in log or length form, is 20—o()

percent greater than roundwood yield from the

same forested area. 14

The costs of transporting pulpwood chips from
the chipper to the digester consist of loading, un-

loading, and line-haul costs.

Wood Chip Cost Model

The models contained in Tables XIV and XV
1S This results in a probable overestimation of wood chip

system costs relative to roundwood, since tree or multiple
length harvesting, because of a lower labor requirement,
can reduce harvesting costs as much as 20 percent.

14 Chippers can utilize two major classes of residue

:

(1) Residues developed because of the form and growth
characteristics of the tree itself—consists of limbwood top
butts, portions of the bole, and long butts. (2) Residues
which are a function of the logging operation. Includes
trees being felled, and those trees cut in road construction
but which are too small for pulp logs.

represent estimated costs required to perform all

opera! ions necessary to physically provide wood io

digesters in a pulp mill. The two model- present

costs to perform wood supply functions with chips

and with roundwood logs.

Major Assumptions

• Logging conditions are similar in both models.

Yield per acre averages 12 cords of cut roundwood.
• Yield per acre when using forest chipping is

estimated at an average 20 percent above round-
wood output.

• Freight rates for chips are on a per cubic fool

basis, with rates computed in a manner similar to

that used in western U.S. since specific chip rates

for the Minn/Wise area are not available.

• Pneumatic methods will be used to load chips
and 25 percent compaction will be achieved.

• A rail haul of 332 miles is assumed on both
chips and roundwood.

• The total number of operations in performing
the wood supply function are the same: only their

sequence has been changed.

Table XIII

Pulpwood Production by Forest Survey Districts and Destination by States, 1962

Northwestern.

MINNESOTA
Destination of Pulpwood

Total Cut Minnesota

458 280
305 266
200 191
16 16

Wisconsin Michigan
{thousand standard cords)

174 1

39
3

Other

3

6
Central Pine
Rainy River.
Hardwood and Prairie

Total

Northeastern

979

WISCONSIN

753 216 1

Destination of Pulpwood

9

Total Cut Min

466
nesota

Wisconsin Michigan
(thousand standard cords)

465 1

428
208
13

Other

3
7

Northwestern 443
211 ...

15
Central ...
Southeastern and Soutl

Total

E. x
/i Upper Peninsula

W. V-i Upper Peninsula.
N. l

/t Lower Peninsula
S, j

• Lower Peninsula..

Total

lwestern 20 ...

1, 140

MICHIGAN

15 1,114 1

Destination of PtUpwood

10

Total Cut Minnesota

278

Wisconsin Michigan
{thousand standard cords)

211 67
329 91

486
33

Other

6426
486
33

1, 223 540 677 6

Source: Arthur ('.

Agriculture, "Pulpwooc
Horn, Lake

I Production
States Forest Experime
in Lake States Counties,

ni Station, U.S. Depai
L962."

tment of
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Table XIV

Comparison of Estimated Costs
to Produce Wood Chi ps
Chipping at (h B Forest

Versus Chipping at the Pulpmill

( ml Assnciulnl U i/li

ll'oorf frocurrmnit System

Una niluood
Function* ani Cost Center* ('hi i> Strati

m

Sgttt in

Stumpage cosl per aire $33. 60 $33. 60
Logging cost per acre 1 s 1 52. 12 ' $152. 12

Yield per acre 1 cords) .
" 14. 1 12

Stumpage coal per cord $2. 33 $2. 80
Logging cost per cord $10. 56 $12. 68
Debarking cosl per cord.

.

$2. 25 $1. 47
Chipping cost per cord $2. 50 $2. 1

1

Loading cost per cord $. 25 $. 53
Hail freight cost per cord $3. 13 $3. 80
UnloadinE-handling cost

per cord $. 60 $1. 20
Required return on invest-

ment in inventory per
cord $. 22 $. 21

Fiber loss cost per cord

Total pulpmill cost

$. 44 $. 64

per cord . . $22. 28 $25. 44

1 See Table XV.
-' Assumes 20' , increased yield due to more com-

plete utilization of tree.

model is calculated on the basis of a volume unit

measurement, similar to rate making For chips in

the western United States. This is not to infer

thai there could not be further reductions in fates

as shippers and carriers set up optimum delivery
operal ion-. Wit h use of specialized high cube ears

Results

Table XIV summarizes the results of the anal-

ysis. At the pulp mill digester, costs of the "chip

method" are Significantly below conventional

roundwood costs for equivalent units. As shown
in Table XV. "Logging Costs Per Acre," differ-

ences in yield per acre account for much of the sav-

ings attainable in using a chip system. Lower
handling costs and the opportunity for lower
freight rates through better equipment utilization

could provide additional savings.

Depending on specific conditions in any partic-

ular pulp mill and forest area, chipping in the

woods may provide opportunities for substantial

savings. For particular installations, feasibility

studies must be undertaken in order to determine
opt inium condil ions.

Loading and Unloading

There are various methods of loading chips into

railroad equipment: mechanical, pneumatic, and

gravity. The model assumes pneumatic loading

methods will be used. When using pneumatic
loading, chips are blown into the car under pres-

sure. One of the main advantages of pneumatic
loading is that the volume of chips which a car

will carry can be increased from 15 percent to 35

percent through pressure compaction. At S> per-

cent compaction, about 5 more cords can be loaded

into a 3,900 cu. ft. car than at zero compaction.
The chip model assumes that 2~> percent compac-
tion will be possible. The rate included in the

Tabic XV

Logging Costs Per Acre 1

t'ut per acre—average 12 cords per roundwood on
a clear cut basis. Analysis of production costs:

1. Labor Cost Per Acre:
(a) Averageman-days

per week 65
(b) Total cords pro-

duced per week- 01

(c) Total cords per
man-day. 1. 1

(d) Total man-hours
per cord 5. 71

(e) Man-hours per
08. 52

(f) Total labor cost

(L(e)X$1.70
per hr.)__ $116. is

2. Machine Costs Per Acre:
(a) Power Saw

1. Hours per
acre 36.0

2. Cost per
hour. ._ .

3. Power saw

$.20

cost per
acre (L1X
1.2) $7. 20

(b) Tractor and Skidder
I. Skidding

hours per
acre (i.

2. Cost per
hour

3. Cost per acre

$2. SO

(L1XL2)... slli. so
(c) Trucks and Cranes

1. Loading and
hauling
hours per
cord . . . 10

2. Loading and
hauling
costs per
hour _. $7. 02

3. Costs per
cord (LI X
L2)

1. Costs per

. 70

acre (,L3X
12.0) SS. 10

Total machine costs $32.10
Overhead and indirect expenses

(10'
[
of machine costs)

Total logging cost per acre

3.2 1

$152. 12

1 Source: Calculation from American Pulpwood
Association, Technical Release Xo 60-R11, Jan-
uary I960 (adjusted).
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and heavy loading, there is every probability that

rates could be much lower.

When unloading a covered hopper or bottom
dump gondola car, chips may be dumped into a pit

or hopper beneath the car and then transferred by
conveyer to the mill or storage pile. Pneumatic
unloading methods, assumed in the model, suck the

chips from the car with a vacuum hose and blow
them either to the mill or onto an outside chip

storage pile.

Inventory Costs

A cord of pulpwood represents the least invest-

ment when on the stump. Each step nearer the

mill adds costs of handling and transportation to

inventory value. The nearer the stump the wood
can be kept and yet be accessible to the mill, the

greater are inventory savings. When using a chip-

ping system in the Lake States where weather con-

ditions at certain times of the year make it impos-
sible to have access to the growing wood, logs may
be stored in a concentration yard near a rail spur.

Inventory of wood at the mill is then a function
of fluctuations in demand for wood throughout the
year, time required to restock from concentration
yards, and reliability of the transportation con-
nection. Chipping at railhead concentration
yards may free much land presently used for
roundwood storage at pulp mills, as well as reduce
the average value of the inventory required in the
system.15

Under both systems, the total number of major
operations is the same, only the order in which
they are performed has been changed. Where
barking and chipping are performed at the pvdp
mill in the roundwood system, these operations are

performed at the railhead in the simulated chip
model.

Cost estimates for the two systems indicate that-

total costs in the chip system will be approximately
14 percent below roundwood costs. This estimate

of savings does not include the value of land
presently tied up in storing roundwood inventory,

or qualitative savings due to better control over
the quality of finished paper output.

Use of Transport Technology To Reduce Total
Systems Cost

Preliminary feasibility studies indicate that it

would be significantly less costly to utilize a wood
chipping system in Minn/Wise instead of the
present roundwood harvesting and shipping
method. The change in the product from round-
wood to chips represents a concept which is

broader in its implications than just the possible

savings through chipping. Changing a raw mate-
rial in form or chemical content may allow lower

15 A qualitative advantage which is difficult to evaluate
is the increased quality control made possible by statisti-
cal sampling methods to improve pai>er output.

cost handling or shipping methods to be used, and
it may also allow shipping by a completely new-

method. For example, when roundwood has Ijeen

converted to chips, the alternative exists to ship
the chips to the paper mill via a pipeline.

A wood chip pipeline may make it possible to

utilize pulpwood from the more remote section-

of Minn/Wise. Preliminary study by the U.S.
Forest Service Experiment Station at Bozeman,
Montana, indicates that when technical problems
of pumping a wood chip slurry over long distances
are overcome, pipeline costs could be below north-
ern railroad costs on long hauls. 16

Although pipelining chips offers promise for
the future, the potential savings inherent in using
wood chips with existing modes of transport are
great enough to institute necessary changes now.
Movement of the chipping function to the for-

est is representative of the number of operations
which can be employed to increase the average
value of Minn/Wise products. The value-added
concept was applied to other industries having as

their resource base the Minnesota-Wisconsin for-

ests. Printing of books and magazines represents
another possible area of expansion in the Minn/
Wise area.

Value Added and Market Segmentation

Essentially, those industries using raw materials
which originally were located in the Minnesota-
Wisconsin area may find it profitable to vertically

integrate at least some of their processes in order
to minimize total transportation and handling
costs necessary to produce and distribute a final

end product. The attempt to increase value per
unit of weight shipped out of Minnesota and Wis-
consin recognizes that the transportation cost per
pound of final product delivered in the market
tends to be lower and less significant on higher
valued and highly processed products.
Another alternative is to service a very special-

ized market where production runs tend to be
shorter and value of final product tends to be
higher due to certain specific specification changes
away from the "standard" product. An example
of this is the production of molded hardboard
body panels for Detroit automobiles that are pres-

ently made in northeast Minnesota. The hard-
board panel industry has been subject to foreign
competition in recent years—and prices for stand-

ard size panels have, been depressed by foreign

competition. However, due to the specialized na-

ture of hardboard body panels in automobiles, (i.e.,

holes punched in specific places for door and win-

10 H. Minor Iluckeby. 117/// Not Pump Pnli> Chipst
(mimeo), (paper presented at Second Forestry Forum.
Auburn, Alabama, June liH;:?). William A. limit. Some
F.iujinccrhiii Consideration of A Wood Chip Pipeline,
paper presented at the Forest Products Research Society
Meeting, Nelson, British Columbia, October 1962.
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iluw knobs), foreign competition is almost pre-

cluded from entering into the markel lor a number
ni markel ing reasons.

This upgrading of the products produced in the

Minnesota-Wisconsin area will make the geo-

graphic disability of distance appear less signifi-

cant in final delivered price of the goods. This
concept is applied to magazine publishing in the

following analysis.

Printing and Publishing Analysis

The objective of the magazine publishing analy-
sis was determination of the feasibility of print ing
nationally distributed hooks or magazines in

northeast Minnesota— from t he standpoint of dis-

tribution costs alone. The two major centers of

magazine publishing, New York and Chicago,
were compared with a northeast Minnesota loca-

tion in terms of total transportation costs inbound
and outbound. A trade-off model was constructed
to illustrate the effect on total costs of moving the

printing operation to a location contiguous to a

Minnesota mill producing printing paper. It was
found that reduction of the inbound transport
function to that of a simple drayage operation

favorably affected total costs from a northeast

Minnesota print ing location.

The results of the study indicate that a north-
east Minnesota location would incur about the

same transportation costs as Chicago and about
."> percent less than a comparable plant, located in

New York (see Minn Wise Printing Analysis).

It has been concluded, therefore, that Minne-
sota is a feasible location from which to distrib-

ute magazines or catalogs with national circula-

tion. Since inbound and outbound transportation

costs indicate that a northeast Minnesota publisher

would not he seriously disabled in an attempt to

reach national markets, further study into other

printing and publishing considerations is war-
ranted. It may he that lower than average land,

labor, and tax costs would tend to improve signifi-

cant ly t he relat ive posit ion of northeast Minnesota.

Minn/Wise Printing Analysis

It had been suggested during field interviews

that, because of the Minn/Wise central location, a

firm using mail for outbound transportation could
he profitably located in the area. In at least one
major economic study the contention is made that

"from the point of view of printing jobs that are

mailed from Duluth, there is an advantage in

being centrally located and. with the zoned mail

system, this type of printing job could well con-

tinue to expand In the future. It is an advantage
which should be pressed to the utmost.'"' 7 In

order to analyze the postal posit ion of Duluth and
to measure any possible advantage or disadvantage
in a northeast Minnesota location, a market raw
materials study was employed, and a distribution
cost model was constructed.

Assumptions of the Model

• Market demand varies direct ly with effective

buying income
• The first LOO cities in the "Sales Management"

ranking of effective buying income comprise the
major market for magazines.
• Magazines are mailed or drop shipped ( for

mailing in another city), whichever is most eco-

nomical.
• Approximately 25 million pounds of maga-

zines are printed and distributed annually, con-
taining 50 percent editorial and 50 percent adver-
tisingcontent. (Second ('lass Mail

)

• Printing is done completely in one of three
areas, New York, Chicago, or Minn/Wise.
• The model includes only inbound costs for

printing paper and outhonnd costs for finished

magazines. It presumes no printing or publishing
cost differentials, and additionally assumes all

other costs and benefits are equal. This assump-
tion represents an oversimplification of the prob-
lems since many other factors can affect the final

decision on location. For example, closeness to

advertising agencies and ability to rapidly reach
markets may be of greatest importance to a weekly
news magazine—although of less significance to a

catalog producer. I lowever, since the preliminary
model did not assume any specific type of publica-

tion, the simplification is necessary.

Results

The low inbound paper transport cost enables

a Minn/Wise printer to achieve total transport

costs comparable to either New York or Chicago
locations.

1 ocutian of Printing

Paper— Inbound
Transport Costs..

Carload Outbound
Shipping Costs. _

.Mailing Charges (2d
class rales) .

Total Distribu-
tion Costs

M'niiilW'vc

$24, 870

226, 663

1. 160. 807

Chicago

$151,956

99, 508

1 , 151, 756

New York

$179, SI

53, 238

1, 212. 147

17 Final Report- Dnlnth Economic- and Employment
Study. Department "f Business and Economics, I'niversity

of Minnesota, Duluth, July itxw. p. ».

$1, 412, 340 $1, 403, 221 $1, 445, 195

This analysis was performed using typical

second-class mail rates on commercial magazines.

Due to the nature of these, rates Minn/Wise is

relatively disabled on the outbound mailing due
to greater distance from major markets. If print-

ing and distributing of other types of publications

is contemplated (such as non-profit religious, edu-

cational, or scientific journals) special non-zoned
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rates are provided. 18 Use of these rates places

Minn/Wise on an equivalent basis with New York
and Chicago on mailing charges and results in

total Minn/Wise, costs being significantly lower

due to low inbound rates on paper.

Forest Products Industries

This study has suggested only a few of many
possible uses of the forest resources of Minn/Wise
Expansion of wood using industry represents one

of the most important objectives for future eco-

nomic development of the area. Use of transport

innovations in methods, equipment, and concepts
will assist in achieving full benefit from important
forest resources.

AGRICULTURE AND PRODUCTS OF

AGRICULTURE

Background

Farming is a relatively small economic base

activity and a relatively unimportant source of em-
ployment in the study area. The 1900 Census
shows that for the six counties in Minnesota, 3,343

persons were employed in agriculture ; the Wiscon-
sin counties had only 2,226 persons so employed

—

accounting for 2.8 percent and 7.G percent of the

labor force, respectively. Examination has shown
that a large proportion of all agricultural em-
ployees are part-time farmers tending family
farms and producing for home and local consump-
tion. The relatively small number of commercial
farms were found to be selling their products to

regional cooperatives and benefiting from an orga-

nized transport, distribution, and marketing sys-

tem. Management of a few larger farms and of

cooperatives indicated no particular problems in

the transport area.

Minn/Wise, in and of itself, is not an agricul-

tural ai'ea. Typically, Duluth and Superior have
served as transshipment, points, gathering wheat

18 U.S. Postal Manual—Second Class Rates 132.122.

from the Dakotas into shipload quantities for

transfer to Buffalo and, since the opening of the

Seaway, some grain directly destined for export.

Table XY1 shows the increa-e in the amount of

grain handled through Duluth-Superior since the
opening of the Seaway in 1959.

Since the region functions largely as a trans-

shipping area, the employment impact of this in-

dustry is not significant. However, it has been
estimated that each ton of grain moving to export

through Duluth-Superior adds approximately
$3.1)0'" to (he economy of the area. On the basis

of 1962 grain movements through Duluth-
Superior, this indicates that grain makes an eco-

nomic contribution of over $S million per year.
In terms of direct employment generated, grain

transport and storage, in the region contributes less

than 400 jobs to the area's economy. Very sub-

stantial increases in the quantity of grain moving
through Duluth-Superior would have to be real-

ized before any significant impact upon employ-
ment in the region could be realized. However,
expansion of volumes handled in the Ports of
Duluth-Superior is important apart from direr
employment generation; the greater attraction of
oceangoing vessels to the Twin Ports will provide
an opportunity to export goods other than grain,

and this, in turn, would help to keep rates lower
than otherwise.

Grain Exports

Grain exports have exceeded one million tons
for each year since 1959. Grain is the major
Duluth-Superior export commodity, constituting
more than 82 percent of total export tonnage.
Although grain movements through Duluth-
Superior have increased since the opening of the
Seaway, the. Twin Ports hinterland has not ex-

panded to the extent thai might be expected on

'"Source: Anne O. Krueger, The Impact of tin St.

Lawrence Seaway on flic Upper Midwest, Upper Midwest
Economic Study Number 8. February 1963, i>. 48.

TABLE XVI

Duluth-Superior Overseas Grain Exports, 1958-1962
(In thousands of tons)

1958 1959

Total overseas grain exports 18 1,623
Major export commodities:

Corn 234
Barley and rye. 5 544
Wheat 1 242
Oats 4(10

Animal feeds IS

Soybeans 8
Flaxseed 3 117

9*in raw 19KS

109 1. 4S4 2, 234

445 ins 471
635 230 S24
310 604 273
341 ss 373
35 IS OS

267 66 1 1 1

76 70 84

Source: Department of Army, Corps of Engineers, "Waterbome Commerce of the
United States," Part 3, for years 1958-62.
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the basis of geography. The reason for this is

thai low barge rates on tin* .Mississippi maintain
the pon of Not Orleans' cost advantage well into

Nebraska and South Dakota. The resulting cost

disadvantage limits Duluth's potential increase in

grain tonnage.

The reason for this is found In the two funda-
mental considerations affecting the decision of

grain brokers as to where the season's crops will

be assembled. These fundamental and interre-

lated considerations arc

:

• What is the cost of moving and storing (ho

product al the transit point? and
• What will ho the landed cost for alternate final

destinat ions?

The latter point implies that at the time the

decision for moving the grain to a transit point

is made, it may not he known what will ho the final

disposition.

Let us first examine the elements which make
up landed costs for an export shipment, exclud-

ing the cost of the commodity itself. They are

presented in sequence below

:

• Cost of shipment by rail or truck to port.

• Cost of transfer and storage until shipment
IS made.
• Cost of handling and loading at port.

• Cost for ocean shipping.

These factors, taken together, determine the geo-

graphic area from which any given routing of

traffic is desirable. The geographic area from
which a port draws its traffic (its hinterland) is

vitally dependent upon minimizing these total

costs to obtain lowest landed cost in the market,
The railroad or truck rate to the port and the

subsequent ocean rate weigh heavily on port

choices.

To illustrate, we can compare Duluth-Superior's
position with that of its major competitor, Minne-
apolis. Both have been equalized for rail rates

from a number of origins in North and South
Dakota as well as Montana. But to move grain
from Minneapolis to Duluth or vice versa requires

an additional charge of 8 cents per bushel. A
typical wheat price at Minneapolis is $2.16 20 per
bushel, including elevator and storage charges.

Shipping this wheat to Rotterdam would involve
the following additional costs: from Duluth

—

ocean freight of ^">.(> cents per bushel, resulting

in a landed cost of 241.6 cents; from Minneapolis
via Duluth—the ocean rate would be the same,
hut an additional 8 cents for rail movement to

Duluth would bring the landed cost at Rotterdam
<< 2 L9.6 cents p ( .p bushel.

However, there is another shipping alternative,

"All rates used in this chapter have heen obtained from
unpublished DSDA sources: they arc understood to have
been in effect in March. !!«;:'.. Althougb rates are subject
to wide variations, the relative position of ports is usually
Stable.

namely to ship the Minneapolis grain via New
Orleans. Despite the much longer route, landed
cost at Rotterdam will be 241.5 cents or 0.1 cent

below that moving directly through Duluth. The
reason for this peculiar situation is that the barge
rate from Minneapolis to New Orleans of L3.5

cents plus the ocean rate to Rotterdam of 12 cent-

adds up to a total of 25.5 cents compared with the

ocean rate Duluth-Rotterdam of •-!">.<'> cents.

The above comparison leads to an anomalous
situation. Even if Duluth and Minneapolis are

equal in the comparison of export costs in most
cases where grain is transferred from country ele-

vators to a gathering (transit) point without prior
knowledge regarding final destination, the logical

decision will be to gather in Minneapolis elevators
due to the increased flexibility of access to market
thai Minneapolis oilers. Minneapolis not only

affords the opportunity to choose a low cost export
route for North European destinations, but it also

permits other dispositions such as local milling or

low cost export shipment to destinations in South-
ern Europe, Asia, and A Erica.

Rail Versus Truck

The foregoing analysis is based, in part, on pub-
lished rail rates which are subject to IOC regula-

tion. Most bulk agricultural commodities move
from growing areas by exempt carriers. Because
trucks and barges are not subject to regulation

when carrying certain bulk agricultural commodi-
ties, they may offer rates below those of the rail-

roads when this is desirable from their point of
view. In fact, much of the wheat which is fi-

nally exported from Duluth over the Lakes is

brought to the port's elevators in trucks. The
delivered cost of such grain is typically below the
cost, of thai hauled by rail depending on the origin

of the shipment. The margin of difference varies

from shipment to shipment as contract rates are
negotiated between snipper and trucker. Thus,
grain trucked to the Duluth-Superior elevators

may have a cost advantage over that which is

battled by rail to Minneapolis. Not only is the

same truck movement taking place to Minneapolis,

but the hinterland in which the exempt trucker

can compete with rail rates is relatively small.

Thus the commercial shipper who is prepared to

move bulk products to Duluth by truck will not

have the opportunity to tap the supply sources

which pure geographic comparisons would other-

wise indicate.

Ocean Shipping Rates

The very significant difference between the ocean

shipping rates from various ports to Europe are

shown in the following table, showing average

L962 rates to Rotterdam, in cents per bushel of

corn, as reported by I \SDA :
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Montreal 7.0
Baltimore 7. 5

New Orleans '>.

Toledo 14.5
Duluth 17.0

There are many complex factors which affect

the level of ocean shipping rates. Though it is

possible that Duluth-Superior compares unfavor-
ably with other ports mentioned in various aspects

(including maximum available draft, cargo load-

ing rate, demand for inbound cargo and inter-

mediate ports of call), the absolute difference in

rates may be affected by non-cost considerations.

Whether this is the case has not been the subject

of examination in this study.

USDA Port Selection Procedures

The Department of Agriculture, a major ex-

porter of grain products, operates under proce-
dures which utilize rail rates in the determination
of landed costs to make port decisions and alloca-

tions. This policy places Duluth-Superior at a
disability relative to other ports, especially those
on the Gulf of Mexico. From country elevators

in Minnesota and North Dakota, and even into

South Dakota, trucks are typically used to bring
commercial grain to Duluth since exempt truck
rates on this commodity are typically lower than
rail rates on equivalent moves. In effect, Duluth's
hinterland for commercial grain is larger than its

hinterland for Department of Agriculture ship-
ments. The results of using rail rates in the deter-
mination of export ports are twofold : ( 1 ) the Twin
Ports lose traffic which would help them grow and
absorb some unemployment, and (2) USDA does
not necessarily choose the lowest cost port. This
policy has the same general justification as the
decision-making process for commercial shipments,
namely, the need to share a flexible transit point
permitting a final disposition at lowest average
costs.

Recent policy decisions of the European Eco-
nomic Community (EEC) may have the effect of
reducing grain imports of its member countries

—

those nations closest in proximity to the St. Law-
rence Seaway. Consequently, and in consideration
of present USDA policy, it is advisable to explore
at further depth steps which can bo taken in order
to maintain and possibly increase USDA con-
trolled exports through the Twin Ports.

Other Export Commodities

Exports of vegetable oils through the new facil-

ity of the Seaway Port Authority of Duluth are
increasing. Minnesota, railroad's have helped
establish this activity by publishing rales thai
make Duluth competitive with oilier ports that
have enjoyed this traffic for a long t inie.

The modern tank farm constructed by the porl
to accomodate ( he export of vegetable oils is I \-pical

of an aggressive and practical development ap-

proach. It has been brought about through the

cooperation of public enterprise, private industry
and common carriers. Worthy of special mention
is the foresight and promotional activity of the
Seaway Port Authority, with its practical ap-
proach of cooperation with rail carriers and ocean-
going vessels.

In terms of employment, the impact of an export
move in which only a transit function takes place
is relatively minor. Nevertheless, such traffic con-

tributes importantly in two aspects

:

• It improves the port's operating income and
stimulates psychological factors which affect the
economic climate; and

• It increases sailings of general cargo-type
vessels to the port which may ultimately affect in-

bound as well as outbound rates.

Conclusion—Rate Disparities for Dry-Bulk
Exports

In our investigation, various parties suggested
that rail rates were unduly high on several agri-

cultural commodities. Our research has not con-
firmed this contention. In fact, rate levels for
some commodities in the Minn/Wise area have
been found to produce a lower ratio of revenue to

out-of-pocket cost than is usual in other areas.

This is not to say that cooperative efforts between
railroads and shippers may not produce lower
rates, but the large reductions in rates necessary
to increase significantly the Duluth-Superior
hinterland can come about only through action to

reduce ocean shipping costs and rates. Only
through study to determine the actual differentials

in cost for vessels serving Duluth and other ports
can the full impact of potential savings be meas-
ured. While constant improvement of cargo han-
dling facilities is essential, Duluth's future as an
export port hinges on its obtaining the lowest pos-
sible ocean rates so as to be on a competitive basis

with other ports. A study in considerable depth,
encompassing all the elements contributing to ves-

sel and port costs would have to precede any nego-
tiations with shipping conferences with the view of
obtaining competitive rates for the Twin Porta

Lake Movement of Grains to Buffalo

Lake movement of grain to Lower Lake j>orts

has been utilized for many years to get the mid-
Continent crop to eastern markets. While this is

still the lowest cost mode, railroads have narrowed
the cost gap by establishing volume rates for

movement of a minimum of 4,
(.'.">0 tons in a unit

train during winter months when Lake naviga-
tion is halted. Movement under this rate has

proved to be a profitable operation for both car-

rier and shipper.

The unit train movement <>f grain during the

winter months has many of the same advantages
as it does in the case of iron ore since it eases inven-
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tory storage problems by reducing tin- cyclical

eiltvis of seasonal shipmenl via the Lakes, The
unil train movement of grain will also be bene-

ficial to M inn Wise since it increases i raffic volume
on tin' railways, thus adding to the foundation of

base traffic Increased volume will ultimately

permit a lower overall rate level and this is to be

encouraged. Reducing seasonal fluctuations in the

movement of grain through the area also reduces
seasonal fluctuations in employment. Hence, in

view of the beneficial effects generated by the

movement of grain by unit train, such activity

should be expanded.
More importantly, the experience with unit

trains in the handling of gram for export, with
the difficult ies of scheduling inherent in port act iv-

itv. shows the potential for this concept of "as-

sembly-line transportation" in meeting the needs

of volume distribution.

It must be remembered, however, that the unil

train movement may not necessarily provide long-

term benefit to Duluth-Superior. Equal rates

apply from Minneapolis. As pointed out earlier

in this chapter, it is likely that larger quantities

of "uncommitted'" products will be stored in Min-
neapolis. If this be the case, Duluth could actually

lose domestic shipments which would otherwise

move over the Lakes.

Processed Foods

Minn/Wise faces a geographic disability in at-

tempting to reach some major markets for food

products. The extent and nature of this disability

has been discussed earlier in this report. The pro-

duction and shipment of staple items of processed
foods is typically sensitive to differences in trans-

portation costs since profit margins are usually
lower. Hence, transportation costs can consume
an important percentage of total net income. In
the absence of other offsetting advantages, the
products with most potential for processing within
.Minn Wise are primarily of a specialty nature
with relatively large markups.
Some specialty foods are now produced in the

area without finding transportation costs to be an
absolute barrier to either survival or national mar-
ket penetration. One factor which helps to
balance high transport costs is the greater effec-

tiveness of the labor in the area, as indicated
(luring many interviews. Higher output per man-
hour assists in offsetting distribution costs as com-
pared with competitors in major areas. Wild rice

IS an example of a commodity with a relatively

high unit price which typically moves in small

LCL/LTL quantities. In spite of high distribu-

tion costs, wild rice is shipped from Minn Wise to

markets throughout the United States.

Though this study does not confirm Minn/Wise
to be an ideal location for processing and canning
of externally grown foods, the SUCCeSS of present

opera t ions in this industry establishes the fact that

the impact of the geographical location is not

significantly affecting it. Improvements in the
transportation spectrum— as suggested in this re-

port—will enhance this industry's post ure and may
in fad result in a total cost picture that compares
favorably with most locations serving national

markets.

TRANSPORT ORGANIZATION AND
METHODS

A lack of advanced knowledge in the fields of

transportation, distribution and marketing man-
agement prevents many small firms from entering
regional or national markets. In most cases, the

small shipper needs knowledgeable traffic man-
agement to a greater and more specialized degree
than does the large shipper. Yet the small com-
pany can not afford this "luxury." Only by use of
specialized forms of organization and special

methods of handling smaller shipments may the
economies of the large scale shipper be ap-
proached. Without such economies, the small

shipper cannot reach outside markets effectively

or profitably.

Shippers Association

Examination of the transport and distribution

problems of non-bulk commodity shippers has
been limited to a small number of specific cases.

Nevertheless, it is believed that despite the rela-

tively small number of existing LCL and LTL
shippers and the diversity of their products the

circumstances warrant the effort required for the

establishment of a shipper association in Minn/
Wise. Any doubts as to the volume of traffic

such an association may be able to generate in

the early stages and thereby carry its administra-

tive burden should be disregarded for the time
being. The reason is that this cooperative, orga-

nization should and can play a vital role in the

area's economic development. By virtue of its

efforts in behalf of its members if may not only

overcome its own budgetary problems but can

create a long run economic benefit to the entire

area.

Essentially, a shippers association is a consoli-

dating agreement whereby the members acquire

the benefits of carload, truckload or other volume
rates for the transportation of their freight. By
consolidating freight from many shippers to com-
mon points, t he association reduces the costs of the

carrier handling the shipments. This cost reduc-

tion is partially passed on to the shipper in the

form of lower transportation charges.

One of the major advantages of a Minn/Wise
shippers association would lie the opportunity for

effective transportation management. By placing

the shipping functions of a number of small firms
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in the hands of one organization, the benefits to he

derived from trained experts in the Held of traffic

and distribution management may be realized for

many shippers in the area. The ability of trained

management of this sort to negotiate with carriers

on the basis of optimally designed moves to major
market areas should not. be overlooked as a primary
tool in reducing total distribution costs.

During many of the interviews conducted for

the purposes of this study the alarming fact was
revealed that many of the small shippers inter-

viewed had little or no idea of what their total

transportation costs were. This was true even in

some firms where transportation costs were consid-

ered to be an important expense item. This need

for better control of transportation management
has also been confirmed and documented in a re-

cent study of firms in Minnesota.21 "No records

of purchases of for-hire transportation were avail-

able in most firms, these costs being buried in the

figures representing purchasing or selling costs.

Information on the costs of performing traffic

management functions was difficult to obtain in

firms where there is no traffic department as such

and the traffic functions are handled by several

different persons or departments."
Since transportation effectiveness is an absolute

necessity for firms hoping to increase their market
penetration, control of the transportation and dis-

tribution functions is mandatory. A shippers as-

sociation would help to establish control of this

significant cost item as well as allowing reductions

in total distribution cost.

Consolidation of Freight

While this function typically involves the serv-

ices of pick-up and delivery of less than track-

load quantities, there may also be economies in

consolidating truckloads or multiples thereof.

Not only does the large aggregate volume handled
by a shippers association permit the negotiation

of volume rates reflecting the total projected vol-

ume of every single customer, but its efficient man-
agement will apply different methods so as to

optimize the transport function for the entire

group of customers included in its membership.
For example, at any one time, a single company
will usually generate shipments in one direction,

i.e., either the pick-up or the delivery direction.

However, through use of the shippers association,

the coincidence of demand for pick-up and deliv-

ery requests may permit vehicle utilization in both
directions, substantially reducing unit costs. This
would be particularly true in the Minn/Wise re-

gion. It may be feasible, for example, for ship-

pers in outlying areas to back haul shipments to

Duluth with a total freight charge significantly

a Basic Planning in the Transportation Function in

Small Manufacturing Finns, Small Business Ailniinisl ra-

tion, Donald V. Harper, University of Minnesota, 1961.

below the rate which would be applicable directly

from the out lying town where the good-
originated.

Using Modern Transport Tools

A shippers association would also allow greater
use of containerization, one of the mosl fertile

methods to reduce the cost of shipping small lots.

Containerization to date has not been exploited

significantly in the Minn/Wise region. While a

small quant ity of truckload shipments take advan-
tage of TOFC Plan II (railroad-owned trailers

transported on flatcars, with rates based upon
truck-competitive tariffs), containers of less than
truckload size (10' to 30') are used only for some
very specialized applications where insulation

from outside temperature is a primary objective.

The use of containers of all sizes and types and
TOFC Plans offer an important opportunity to

reduce inbound and outbound transport costs.

Recent advances in transport technology, espe-

cially the development of standard containers of

various sizes which together produce a single full

load, provide attractive opportunities to reduce
the costs for shippers of practically every order of
magnitude. What the unit train is to the ore
shipper, the standard-sized container or the system
of "unitized freight" is to the manufacturer of

machine tool parts.

For example, a manufacturer of machine tool

parts with an average shipment size of 7,000 lbs

may now ship out of Virginia, Minnesota to Chi-
cago at a less than truckload rate. However, the

net space in a standard 10-foot container could
be rilled with this load. Then, provided that other
shipments are available from Virginia at the same
time and moving in the same general direction,

up to 40 feet of containers could be combined into

one over-the-road shipment which may move as
far as Duluth or Minneapolis under a truckload
rate for "freight of all kinds." There the 7,000

lbs of machinery parts may be combined with

shipments that have originated either in the point

city or outside of it and a freshly pooled move to

the destination city or a "destination concentra-

tion city" could be initiated. While the total cost

for this move to the Virginia shipper will not be

as low as that for a truckload shipper, it could be

significantly below the present cost. For high

value, high rated commodities potential savings

of up to 50 percent of present costs are calculated.

The available combinations resulting in cost re-

ductions for shippers in the Iess-than-carload

(LCD) category are numerous. The specific com-

binations that can provide the greatest savings

under conventional single shipment rates depend

on the specific circumstances of the available traf-

fic, its product mix, sizes of those shipments,

origins and destinations, and the maximum per-
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tnissible transit time. Since this study did not

deal with the great variety of manufacturing in-

dustries and the many consumer products Imported
to the area from manufacturing and supply cen-

ters in the East, Midwest, and West, only a small

sample of actual cases has l>een examined. These,

however, have proved to sat isfact ion that the typi-

cal shippers of the above mentioned category are

subjected to

:

• only a scant application of up-to-date trans-

port technology and met hods: and
• a lack of sophisticated transport and distribu-

tion management.
A further truckload example is also worth men-

tioning. Shipments of certain products are now
moving on a regular hasis in 35,000-lb truckloads
from Duluth to Chicago. The cost to the ship-

per is $357 per shipment. If these truckloads
were mated with those of another Duluth shipper
and forwarded by rail under TOFC Plan III. the

COSl to this shipper, including the charges which
a shippers association would levy for its services,

would amount to only s-_>:'>:>.5() or a saving of
si l':;..50 per truckload. equal to .'55 percent.

The case, of a small manufacturer of a highly
specialized product was also found to be typical

of the possibilities. His product is sold to jobhers

in national markets. All his sales outside of the

local market are made on a F'OH plant hasis, and
thus he may believe he is not concerned with the
transport costs for his products. The fallacy of
this contention lies in the fact that a jobber in

Dallas. Texas, has ceased purchasing the Superior,
"Wisconsin, product because of the high transport
costs as against those for a competing product
manufactured in a suburb of Chicago. The latter

is reaching the Dallas market in a shipper associa-

tion pooled container moving under a "freight of

all kinds*' rate, roughly 45 percent that of the LTL
rate from Superior.
Along with the transportation cost benefits of

a shippers association in the Minn/Wise area,

there is an opportunity to obtain other benefits.

Since the shippers association will have contact

with both carriers and agents in outside markets
where Minn Wise shipments are terminated and
inbound shipments originate, a ready means of

communication is available to determine market
opportunity. Possible coordination of the ship-

{>ers associal ion with agents located in major mar-
cel areas could provide the needed aggressive
marketing assistance to expand penetration of

.Minn Wise products in these areas. For exam-
ple, an agent in Detroit may have as one function

the receipt and dist ribut ion of containers of mixed
freight moving into the Detroit, area. Another
fund ion could be active analysis of the opport uni-

ties in the Detroit market tor other Minn Wise
producers not now reaching that market. This
coordinated t ransportat ion-custribul ion -market ing

approach could provide the needed impetus to

overcome institutional barriers which are pres-

ently holding back the development of small

Minn Wise linns.

In short, the existence of a voluntary organiza-

tion created by and for its members pursuing
(heir common goal in a professional manner can

be regarded as an institution with some of the vir-

tues large corporations achieve in their nat ionwide,

specialized departments designed to perform the

transportation, distribution, and marketing func-

tions. Though the aggregate value of the pro-

posed association to its members may never equal
the benefits the large corporation can gain from
its stall' of specialized experts, the savings involved

can be very significant. Indeed, the costs of an

association may be very small per dollar of sales

for the small company. Furthermore, and pos-

sibly most important, is the fact that a large num-
ber of major national firms are routing some of

this traffic through shippers associations; this

dramatizes the fact that the pooling function of

the association may be of great, value to companies
of all sizes.

Organizing for Effective Transport

Management

It has been suggested in the foregoing that a

voluntary shippers association be employed as the

organizational vehicle in order to introduce and
carry out. up-to-date transport concepts so as to

realize all potentially available economies. Be-

cause of specific circumstances in the study region,

it has also been suggested herein that this associa-

tion perform professional advisory services for its

membership, particularly in the fields of distribu-

tion management, marketing, and market pene-

trat ion.

The organizational concept suggested is that of

a, nonprofit, corporation, although partnership

organizations are also useable. Research has

shown that the establishment of a nonprofit cor-

poration in Minnesota is not permissible under the

Minnesota Statutes (L. 1963, C. 710, Sec. 2, M.S.

317.05). While a final decision should rest with

the membership of the association, one solution

would be to incorporate in any one of the States

permitting such organizations. For example, a

group could incorporate in Illinois and then obtain

a certificate from the Minnesota Secretary of State

for authority to transact business as a nonprofit

foreign corporation in Minnesota (Chapter 303 of

the State Statutes).

Initial stalling of (lie associal ion can and should

lie undertaken on a modest scale involving only a

few employees. A manager and a secretary are the

minimum complement. Additional professional

stall' would be desirable and probably needed soon

after inception. The manager should be a highly

qualified traffic man. preferably with industry or

carrier background, with a hasic education in
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economics, business management, and specialized

training in transportation or marketing. The
executive-type functions would be supported by
special committees elected from the membership.
Tbese committees, of a policy making nature,

would collect the initial inputs of members' specific

needs and latent opportunities, and stimulate the

research and development efforts that will be

needed. A committee would determine the level

of fees for membership and specific services. It

will also assess members for working capital fund
contributions. (Because the association will nor-

mally pay freight bills before reimbursement by
members occurs, a permanent revolving fund is

needed.) Another committee would determine the

method of distributing the association's excess of

income over expenditure. In the initial period

though, perhaps for one or two years, there may
be deficits as membership volume is built up.
The basic first year budget for the association

may be on the order of $20,000 to $25,000 for staff

salaries and associated overhead. As the pooling
and direction of traffic begins, additional expenses
may be incurred though these would be compen-
sated for by "service fees." The initial budget
could not normally be covered by typical initiation

fees of $100 to $800 and annual membership fees

of $150 to $250. With a paid-up membership of
about 20 in the first 6 months, income would be
only about $6,000. Depending on growth, addi-
tional grants may be needed to fund the initial

operations. Generally, an association with a mem-
bership of 30 to 50 members can be self-supporting
with the level of fees in the suggested range. More
important, however, is the volume of traffic

handled as it should provide both the essential fee

income and the "return on investment'
1 for its

members.

GREAT LAKES PACKAGE FREIGHT SERVICE

Background
Since the basic study did not consider more than

the three industry groups specifically covered in

this report, the demand for a Grreal Lakes package

freight service could not be analyzed in this proj-

ect. However, because of a specific requesl by the

Seaway Port Authority of Duluth, the Minnesota

State. Task Force for Economic Development, and

others, a limited analysis of the problem has been

undertaken.
A preliminary model was computed for a pos-

sible service based on a predetermined sailing

frequency and two relatively large ships. The
approximate traffic volume needed m order to pro-

vide and maintain a profitable operation has Been

determined. However, the question whether this

much demand may in fact exist or be generated at

some future time has not been answered, as it

lies beyond the scope of this report. Likewise, no

model using a small modern containership of the

typical ferry size has been computed, and no at-

tempt has been made to design an economic model

for a tug and barge operation. The latter concept

has been used successfully in the Alaska trade, and
a new operation of this sort is now planned for

the Great Lakes area.

History

Prior to World War II a considerable volume

of general cargo moved in the Great Lakes package

freight service, both east and westbound, primarily

between Duluth/Superior and Buffalo, New York.

Table XVII

Lake Container Ship Model
Break-Even Computation for Duluth-New York Traffic Usinff Two Converted C-2 Type Ships

Annual cost per vessel before profit $1, 227, 542
Containers carried per year at 100% capacity ' 20.044
Estimated average rail CL equivalent rate per container 2 $355

m Percent U Percent " Pera nt

Assumed water route rate at percent below all rail. $319.50 $301. 75 $284.00
Less: average cost per container for TOFC 3... 203. 4:5 203.43 203.43

Revenue available for water portion 116.07 98.32 80.57
Containers required per year to break even 10, 576 12. 485 15. 236
Percentage load factor at break even 50. 5 59. 6 72. 7

Containers required per round trip @ 34 trips per
year 311 Mu 448

Containers required per week outbound 156 184 224
Average outbound containers per work day per

vessel :;i 37 45

Containers required per work day 2 vessels 62 74 90

1 Ship capacity of 308 containers X 2 per round I rip X .'!4 round trips per year.
2 Assumes two 20' containers carry equivalent of one 40' box car.
3 Includes container handling charge of $5.00 per container on and off vessel and pick up

and delivery charges totaling $50.00 plus rail haul Buffalo New York.
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A containership service was activated briefly dur-
ing 1959 and succumbed to its inability to compete
with land transport. Various interested parties

in Minn/Wise from time to time have expressed
the view that the reactivation of a similar service,

if properly designed and financed, would be of

material benefit in the economic development of

that ten-county region.

Assumptions

The previous attempts at package freight opera-

tions have failed in part because of high cargo
handling costs. Any newly activated system must
reduce cargo transfer costs to magnitudes that com-
pare favorably with those associated with a

through-type overland service. As has been
shown in other similar operations (e.g. Sea-Land
and others), fully containerized cargo carried in

containerships with appropriate connecting land
transport services, can operate competitively.

Consequently, this preliminary evaluation deals

exclusively with containerized cargo, carried in

specially outfitted containerships.

Another important predeterininable concept
deals with the minimum required frequency of
service. For the type of general cargo to which
such a service might cater, potential users that
were interviewed suggested that two sailings per
week during the shipping season would be a mini-
mum requirement. During the winter season—at

least until such time as an economical all-weather
navigation system is developed and introduced

—

the patrons of this service would be dependent on
land-based transport. This fact constitutes an
important drawback for the Lake service.

Sample Ship Models

The operating and cost characteristics of two
possible containerships have been computed. Ship
A" is a newly constructed containership of 12,000-

ton dead weight while Ship "B" is a converted,
partially automated wartime C-2 vessel of 10,500-

ton dead weight. Their capacities would be 8,500
and 6,132 gross tons l-espectively. In each opera-
tion, two ships would be required to maintain the
assumed frequency of seiwice.

Findings

The model shows that a containership can be
competitive with present overland costs at suitable

volumes. Using the costs of providing the service

with Ship "B" a rate level that is 10 percent to

20 percent below existing rail carload rates would
require load factors of 51 percent to 73 percent in

order to break even, including a minimum interest

on investment but before operating profit. How-
ever, since the model is preliminary in nature 1 and
necessarily much on the conservative side, it is

quite feasible that an optimally designed opera t ion

may permit subsf ant ially lower costs. Table XVI I

summarizes these findings and shows the number
of containers that would he required by this type

of vessel at the stated load factors.

While the comparative cost result is generally

encouraging, the level of traffic required appears
to be in excess of what might be expected at this

time.

Another aspect needing evaluation is the mag-
nitude of the capital requirements, which total

approximately $24.4 million for the new vessels

and $13.2 million for the converted vessels. It

has been estimated that the minimum for entre-

preneur's funds would be in the order of $6.7 mil-

lion for the new vessels and $4.6 million for Ship
"B." Unless a well-supported demand for this

service at competitive yet profitable rates can be

demonstrated, private enterprise is not likely to

engage in investments of this size. If the small

ferry-type ships should prove to be economical in

this type of service, investment requirement would
be reduced to the order of about $2 million per

ship with about $350,000 to $450,000 in entrepre-

neur's funds for each.

Tug and barge services offer more promise, not

only because the investment required is much
smaller, but also because smaller crews are needed
and this materially lowers operating costs. Most
important, however, is the fact that the tug and
barge system would be able to terminate in Xew
York Harbor while the containership can reach

only as far as Buffalo as its easternmost destina-

tion. For cargoes destined for Buffalo, each

system would produce comparable costs. How-
ever, if cargoes carried by a containership must
be transferred from Buffalo to Xew York, using
the lowest cost mode of transport, a significant dif-

ference would result.

Moran Towing and Transportation Company,
in a recent proceeding before the ICC, stated it-

intention to carry containers and break-bulk
cargoes between Great Lake ports and Xew York
via the New York State Barge Canal. They have
estimated that an 8x8x20-foot container would be
hauled from Chicago to Xew York for $100 plus

stevedoring, top wharfage, and insurance.

The cost estimate for the containership service.

as shown in Table XYIL shows a range of

$80.57 to $116.07 for the Duluth-Buffalo portion,

and an additional overland cost of $203.43 includ-

ing all handling and delivery costs.

As stated, the tug and barge system costs for the

Duluth-Buffalo leg would he ahout the same as

for the containership. Therefore, for cargoes
originating in or destined for Buffalo, the contain-

ership would actually be at an advantage because
of its faster speed and the correspondingly shorter
transit time. However, carrying cargoes dest ined

for or originating in Xew York, the tug would he

at a considerable advantage because of its lower
costs on the Buffalo to New York leg as compared
to the trailer-on-flat-car movement needed for the
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containership. Though the figures contained in

Table XVII show thai the combination of con
tainership and rail for service bel ween Did nth and
New York is competitive with an all rail move,
a tug and barge service would offer even greater
»a\ ings over the exisl big services. ( Josts and tran-

sit times for the three services are estimated as

follow - :

• All rail. 38,000 lbs when moving in carload

quantities 01 80,000 ll>s. average computed from
rates for four sample commodil tes,

cost $855 transit 6-8 days
• Containership and trailer-on-flat-car plus

over-the-road delivery to final destination, 38,000
ll»>. requiring 72.7 per cenl shipload factor to break
even, cost $8184 transit 5-6 days

• Tug and barge and over-the-road delivery to

final destination, one container, 40,000 lbs, esti-

mated cosl based on Moran Towing proposal be-

fore ICC. aoBt$176 transit 1&-U days

Transit time is an element of considerable im-
portance. Shippers of high value cargoes which
are likely to move in this route may not be satisfied

with a L2-plus day transit time.

The final result would depend on the savings in

transporl costs which would then be applied to the
incremental inventory costs.

In summary, these preliminary findings suggest
a potential for the revival of a Lakes package
freight service. "Which of the two types of
service— fast containership or tug and barge

—

would be the more successful operat ion depends on
a determination of origins and destinations of
traffic, the total demand and the flexibility of
cargoes in terms of permissible transit time and
minimum service frequency. Based on the fore-

going and the interest expressed by a number of
potential shippers, it appears justified to rec-

ommend that a specific plan for an optimum opera-
tion be prepared and analyzed. This must include
an evaluation of potential counteraction by land
modes which can be expected to fight off any threat
to their base of traffic and t he consequences of such
act ion to the potent ial traffic mix.

RECOMMENDED ACTION PROGRAM

General Objectives

This study identifies certain transport disabili-

ties in the Minn/Wise ten-county region. These
take on vital meaning when coupled with the gen-
eral framework of the region's lagging economy.

Improvements in transportation and distribution

by themselves will rarely convert a lagging econ-

omy into a growing, prospering environment.

However, such improvements can produce greatly

increased place utility for the products of an area.

When linked realistically to the prevailing re-

gional economic conditions, proper changes in the

techniques of transportation and distribution can
bave a major impact on the demand for the area's
output and thus permit expanded employment and
income.

Instead of merely seeking to attract industry,

it is proposed that an attempt lie made In change
the essential "climate" of Minn/WisC and to let

this new "climate" create jobs. Because Minn/
Wise has been a declining area, it has been diffi-

cult to create a positive attitude on the part of

many potential entrepreneurs and investors.

Further, because Minn/Wise is remote, from many
potential markets, local industry has not been able
to expand readily even when it wished to do SO.

Thus, it is proposed to shrink the geographic dis-

ability of the area. 1 f Minn /'Wise can be brought,

closer to its markets, it will be able to expand out-

put, employment, and income. And, if this hap-
pens, the "climate" will also change.

In short, the basic conclusion of this study is

that the economic climate and geographic disabil-

ity of Minn/Wise can he improved, arid that this

will accomplish redevelopment. While it is true

that specific steps can be devised to improve the

technology of particular industries or attract some
particular new industry, the fact is that transpor-

tation and distribution systems are, all-pervasive;

when they are, improved, they affect many indus-

tries simultaneously. Furthermore, improvement
in this basic service industry automatically lowers

costs for any new industry which may be consid-

ering the establishment of new facilit ies in the area.

The general tasks which must be carried out are:

• to lower distribution costs for ore concen-

trates

• to stimulate a wood chipping industry using
new types of freight, cars so as to lower pulp and

paper costs
• to develop a coordinated distribution system

by consolidating the freight of many small

companies
• to widen the marketing horizons of local in-

dustry by showing them how to cut distribution

costs and penet rate distant markets
• to stimulate new enterprises to lake advan-

tage of the, opportunities and demands generated

by all of the foregoing
• to study the possibilities for improving the

competitive position of Duluth-Superior as an
export grain port

• to develop the data needed in order to design

an optimum Lakes package freight service

Specific Targets and Techniques

Shippers Association. Since the region ha-- nu-

merous small industries, many with limited mar-
kets, it will not he simple to establish an associat ion

simply by announcing that it would be a desirable

tool. To implement this phase of the program
will require not only recruiting a manager but
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dealing with local industries, determining their

traffic flows, and showing how then- markets can

be better served by consolidating freight ship-

ments. This will require an adjustment in mar-
keting and inventory practices and shippers must

be shown how they can cope with such changes

before they will join an association. Because

most of the small enterprises in the region

have little understanding of the issues involved,

it, will lirst be necessary to make a detailed study
of traffic patterns for a fairly large sample of

potential members, including origin and destina-

tion data, present form of movement and costs.

(This information has been compiled on a limited

basis for some of the selected industries studied.)

The complete origin-destination sample would
be processed in a simulated shippers association,

and the results would provide conclusive evidence

of the magnitude of savings to shippers under a

number of different traffic mixes, volumes, and
changes in origin and destinations. Since the

simulation would in part depend on transport

rates which are not presently published, it would
be both necessary and desirable at that time to

approach selected carriers and obtain indications

of possible rates for the potential consolidations,

especially for TOFC Plan III service.

Finally, it is to be expected that this demonstra-
tion model will have created a significant relation-

ship among a larger number of shippers and
carriers and that the interest stimulated and the

facts presented will permit the prompt creation of

a broadly sponsored and effective association.

On-The-Jol) Management Training. Related to

the foregoing is the fact that many shippers who
may not benefit from an association might benefit

very much from the application of modern distri-

bution concepts to their own operations. Modern
techniques for materials handling, wa rehousing,

unitizing, palletizing, containerizing, inventory
control, comparative cost analysis, and similar

methods and principles are all essential if market-
ing is to be optimized. Most individuals who need
(his assistance are not likely to attend university

seminars. Hence, they must be dealt with on their
own ground—right in their plants and close to the
actual problems. This is largely a field activity.

The tasks involved in this part of the action

program are very closely allied with those required

in the creation of the shippers association. The
proposed analysis of present, transport and distri-

bution practices would establish, on a plant-by-

plant basis, what are the bottlenecks that inhibit

growth and expansion and would determine the

solutions needed to overcome the adverse factors.

By exploring the potential of doing a bigger

volume ami by presenting the facts properly
through professional counsel, it is believed to be
the most practical way to upgrade the manage-
ment of the typical Minn/Wise small business.

Out of this might grow a .joint traffic manage-
ment organ izat ion. Individual shippers who cnn-

nol, afford a traffic department can pool their

resources and retain a traffic manager on a group
basis as part of a continuing long-run plan. Such
a jointly-financed staff can solve many specific

problems not normally handled by an association

geared primarily to the pooling of freight. Such
a traffic manager can take on numerous ethical

and legal responsibilities which cannot be as well
handled by a cooperative association.

Anot her outgrowth of this program is the estab-

lishment of an effective and mutually beneficial

rapport between shippers and carriers. Sugges-
tions for monthly meet ings between shippers* t raf-

fle men and railroad rate officers have been made
in the past, but have been frustrated because of
insufficient understanding of the problem areas
and their complexities. The mutual interest of the
parties must be understood before such assign-

ments can be made meaningful, and the suggested
program Avill help to bring this about.
Establishment of Wood Chipping Facilities in

Forest Areas. Consumers of the wood chips

—

paper mills and pulp processors—will benefit from
this process innovation, while present day loggers
may establish for themselves a new. year-round
productive activity. A major advantage of a chip-
ping operation is the relatively small investment
required to set up a minimum facility. The first

step will be to select a consuming company which
will agree to purchase the chipped wood and will

define any special conditions necessary from the
point of view of its production needs. Quantities,
rate of supply, and other pertinent details, includ-
ing delivered price, will next be established. Ad-
ditional steps will include discussion with inter-

ested chipping contractors, determination of
equipment needed, type of common or private
carrier service to be used, method of financing
equipment, maintenance of liaison with the U.S.
Forest Service and the like.

Development of Value-Adding Industries. The
model for a printing plant in the area is sufficiently

promising to warrant exploration of whether such
a plant can in fact be attracted. There is no <pie>-

tion that considerations apart from transport at ion

and distribution costs would play a vita] role in

the decision-making process. It is necessary to

take the initiative in exploring with printers ami
publishers of catalogs, national magazines and
textbooks whether they would be willing to plan
their expansion and or modernization needs for
this area and what incentives—such as cheap
land, labor training, etc.—would be needed. When
these broader considerations are determined, the
organizations normally concerned with regional or
local economic development will be required to

play a vital role. Not to be overlooked is the im-
portant function to be performed by paper com-
panies which could attract a local market for their
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products in which the; would have a distinct com
petit ive advantage. Their knowledge and contacts

should certainly be investigated and their assist-

ance sought so as to telescope the time required to

achieve progress.

The model contained in this report is only one

example of a value-adding industry which should

ho investigated. Further exploration and study
are likely to result in other examples. The general

orientation of this additional exploration should

be to study

:

• industries adding value to local raw material

hut whose final product can stand the unavoidable
transport costs:

• products with generally low weight/high
value characteristics (electronic parts and assem-

blies, molded fiber products, apparel, etc.) ; and
• those industries which are generally expand-

ing, such as food and other consume] - products.

The specific actions required to stimulate

value-adding industries would flow in part from
the activties previously described. As specialists

review the supply and demand problems of in-

dividual Minn Wise companies, they will he made
aware of various products related to those now
in the area. For example, analysis of inbound and
outbound traffic will demonstrate that particular

items are imported which might well he produced
locally. Similarly, if substantial volumes of elec-

trical parts are shipped out for repair, this will

indicate that the feasibility of a local plant should

he considered. Again, if local industry formerly
made certain items hut abandoned production due
to loss of markets, such items can be reanalyzed in

the light of new marketing conditions.

Orea and Concentrates. The ultimate objective

of the act ion program concerned with lowering the

distribution costs for ore and concentrates is to

operate a unit train on a demonstration basis. This
is a realistic objective since the rail equipment
to be employed is all standard, although loading
and unloading facilities will require some modi-
ficat ion for optimum operations.

The problems involved in developing and exe-

cuting an actual den ion st rat ion are many and com-
plex. At least three types of parties are involved

—

shipper, carrier, and consignee. Objections of

competing carriers may he anticipated and since

the proposed service i-- subject lo ICC regulation,

it may lie that the tests could he subjected to ICC
proceedings if special rates were published. Con-
sequently, the test arrangements may he made at

rate levels above what would he expected to prevail

in the long run.

The following steps are required :

• -clcci from among the steel companies one or

two producers not located on waterfront property;
• determine with them the ore or pellet supply

source available:
• determine the railroads serving possible ori-

gins, alternate junctions and destinations;

• in cooperation with all parties, plan the pro-

posed demonstration move(s) and prepare to

"observe" all involved cost and operating ele-

ments; and
• adjust these observations to reflect the results

that could he expected in ;i normal, full-scale

operation.
As a practical matter it must he realized that

prior to the actual running of a unit t rain, a great

many details must he investigated in sufficient

detail to permit a synthet ic cost determinat ion t hat

reflects the specific circumstances wit h considerable

accuracy. The studies performed in this project

apply to origin and destination areas rather than
specific stations, hut they establish that rail car-

riers can substantially reduce (he present all-rail

rate of over $10 per ton to the Ybungstown-Pitts-
burgh area and still earn reasonable profits.

It is evident that the implementation of this

program will require a "catalyst" which brings

together the various interest groups and performs
the leadership functions until such time as (he

industries involved are ready to take over. An
integral part of the development of an acceptable

unit train plan is the detailed considerat ion of any
employment dislocation (hat could he caused if

and when a significant modal shift occurs. The.

public interest requires an orderly transition, but
the public is entitled (o the benefits of a lower cost

transport system with minimum delay.

Supplemental Research

The remainder of this action program is con-

cerned with supplemental research studies which

may provide additional opportunities to stimulate

the much needed reversal in the region's economic,

climate.

Bulk Agricultural Export* via Dulwth-Supe-
rior. To determine the causes of Duluth-
Superior's inability to obtain a major share of

exports from its natural hinterland, a variety of

cost, elements must he studied and comparative

analyses made with competing ports. Though a

number of studies of this subject, are available,

none of those reviewed seem to he of suflicient

depth to permit recommending specific methods
for overcoming (he prevailing disability. Since

preliminary investigation points in (he direction

of ocean snipping costs as a primary factor, if is

recommended that, if only a limited effort in this

area can he sponsored, it should be concentrated

on ocean rates and cos(s. This would include

analysis of supply and demand for bottoms in in-

ternational trade, size of vessels used or useable,

seasonal limitations, competition of Gulf Ports,

and the changing techniques of marketing grain

in the U.S. versus t he World market
Rt vi/oal of Lake /'<irk</f/r Freight Service. Po-

tential demand for this service (including ori-

gins, destinations, and types of cargoes) has not
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been studied. If Duluth-Superior is not to be
omitted from a presently proposed tug and barge
service, an immediate action is needed to till the

research gap. Because the revival of a Lake serv-

ice including the ports of Duluth-Superior is

likely to foster their role as a transfer point, the
land transport system in the area would also bene-
fit from increased traffic.

If a study should indicate significant potential

demand, it should be followed by a system design.

This research will entail the design and construc-
tion of detailed econometric models for tugs and
barges, converted old ships and modern container-

ships. In the comparative analysis with compet-
ing modes, the level of common carrier rates must
be examined to determine the extent, of potential

rate reduct ions. The final product, will be a deter-

mination as to the feasibility of an optimized
Lake package freight, system.

Organizing for Action

The seven point action program proposed is

varied and complex, but the common theme is the
subject, of distribution cost. While each specific

program is considered to be justified by its own
merits another dimension of value lies in their

interrelationship. As already pointed out, the

change of "climate" is not likely to be obtained
by the implementation of one or two subjects in

isolation. Furthermore, time is of great essence.

Prompt implementation of the proposed programs
may be a material factor in arresting the down-
hill slide and providing the much needed founda-
tion for a new era of economic growth and pros-

perity in Minn/Wise.
This study has done more than to provide cer-

tain analyses and conclusions as to methods of

improving the competitive position of Minn/
Wise. It is believed it has generated a certain

"momentum" in the area and has materially im-
proved relationships between shippers and car-

riers. In the fact-finding process, a number of
specific "transport cases" have been solved, i.e.

specific shippers have, been shown how they can
reduce costs even under prevailing conditions.
Shippers and carriers have been alerted to the ben-
efits that may accrue to both as a result of close

cooperation between them. Thus it is felt that
the climate is already beginning to change.
The task of carrying the total effort into the

action stage must, necessarily be assigned to a

"catalyst," with the overall capabilities required
to perform this difficult role. In fact no one party
may fill the bill. While professional know-how
in the various technical fields may appear to be
of primary importance, the ability to rally wide
public support, and enthusiasm are also vitally
needed. Not one of the many specific objectives
can be completed without the cooperation and tiie

active support, of public and private interests.

Many agencies have been active in the area in

the past, and should be expected to play vital roles

in the future. This program envisages thai the

catalyst, will be supported by the resources of
Federal, State, and local governments and civic

and business organizations. The role of State

Governors is of vital importance; theirs is the msk
of obtaining the active cooperation of all poten-

tially affected groups. Economic development
programs currently in process and those planned
for the near future must be coordinated with this

program to assure maximum effectiveness. Main-
taining communications between the various ac-

tion groups is a task to be spearheaded by State

government. Experts in various technical fields

—

in addition to the hard core of transportation,

distribution, and marketing men—will be needed
from time to time. They can be made available

through various educational institutions and
government agencies.

In summary, it is urged that an "action force"
be created without delay. This should be cen-

tered around a "catalyst" to obtain the active as-

sistance of the various parties mentioned, it i-

believed that an action force will be supported by
the public and will generate a positive spirit in

the area. At the same time, a nonpartisan ap-

proach will permit the project to achieve sufficient

goodwill and influence so that practical job-

producing results can be anticipated.

Other ARA Publications

REDEVELOPMENT—Monthly 12-page periodical

highlighting news items, feature stories, ideas ex-

change, bibliographies and miscellaneous informa-
tion of value to persons and groups engaged in

economic development and area redevelopment..

GPO*. Single copy 10 cents, annual subscription

(12 issues) $1 (50 cents additional to foreign ad-

dresses).

The Community and Economic Development—De-
scribes the importance of a thriving economy to

community growth, and outlines the steps a commu-
nity can take to develop local economic activity and
create new job opportunities. GPO*. Price 30
cents.

Attracting New Industry—Tells how to attract in-

dustry by effectively describing area assets to

selected industrial prospects. GPO*. Price 20 cents.

Developing "Home-Grown" Industry—Shows how
new industry can be developed, utilizing local re-

sources and involving people already in the com-
munity. GPO*. Price 15 cents.

How to Make an Industrial Site Survey—Explains
how to identify community sites appropriate and
available for industrv. and how to assemble infor-
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Other ARA Publications—Con.

mation on these sites for use in seeking new em-
ployers. GPO*. Price 15 cents.

ARA Case Book ifl—A Four-town Redevelop-
ment Area in Southwestern Connecticut Composed
of the Towns of Ansonia, Derby, Oxford and Sey-

mour: This report discusses the area's employment
trends and potentials in relation to manufacturing,

tourism, and research; the role of government and
private business; and an overall development theme.

GPO*. Price 15 cents.

ARA Case Book ±L2—The Economic Feasibility of

Establishing a Vegetable Processing Plant in Jack-

son County, Florida: Analysis of the economic fea-

sibility of establishing a fresh vegetable canning or

freezing plant in Jackson County, Florida, and esti-

mates of the gross and net returns which might be
anticipated from such a business venture. GPO*.
Price 15 cents.

ARA Case Book i£3—The Economic Feasibility of

a Travel Service Center in Henryetta, Oklahoma:
A feasibility study of a proposed travel center, an

examination of traffic flow, needs for truck service,

estimated sales and receipts of all possible travel

services, and an estimate of profit rates. GPO*.
Price 15 cents.

ARA Case Book ^4—An Economic Review of

Aroostook County, Maine, with Particular Refer-

ence to the Potato Industry: A review of the potato

industry in Aroostook County, Maine, covering

background on potato production, processing, stor-

age and markets in relation to fluctuating prices, and
potential solutions to these problems. GPO*. Price

10 cents.

ARA Case Book it

5

—Closing of the Studebaker
Plant. South Bend, Indiana: Description of steps

taken to minimize hardship to individuals and the

community upon the closing of the Studebaker plant

in South Bend. Indiana, and analysis of how to pre-

vent or minimize the deleterious effects of future

major industrial or defense shutdowns. GPO*. Price

1 5 cents.

ARA Field Report—Proposals for Making the De-
velopment Program More Effective in Jefferson

County, Illinois: Department of Commerce. Price

10 cents.

ARA Field Report—Opportunities for Economic
Development in the Bristol-Plymouth Area, Con-
necticut: Department of Commerce. Price 10 cents.

ARA Field Report—Opportunities for Economic
Growth in the Washington, Missouri, Redevelop-
ment Area (Franklin County): Department of Com-
merce. Price 10 cents.

^Publications identified by "GPO" may be obtained

from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.
Publications identified by "Department of Com-
merce" may be obtained from U. S. Department of

Commerce, Washington, D. C. 20230.
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